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Andrew Anglin September 7, 2023

Židovská cenzura je hlavní příčinou antisemitismu,
Andrew Anglin

unz.com/aanglin/jewish-censorship-is-the-leading-cause-of-anti-semitism

Sdílejte s Gabem

Jonathan at ADL kicked off a massive Twitter boycott campaign less than a week
after the acquisition closed. 

Literally nothing had changed about the site.
Our US revenue is still 60% down from that campaign, but slowly improving.
pic.twitter.com/7vh5dtdDqi
— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) September 6, 2023

Můj osobní příběh je dlouhý a matoucí, nad kterým se pravidelně
osobně zamýšlím. Pokud to skončí v historickém zájmu,
pravděpodobně na to budou muset přijít lidé, kteří nejsou mnou, z
mých soukromých spisů po mé smrti. Ale ať už jsou detaily jakékoli,
jak SPLC, tak ADL, stejně jako pravděpodobně všechna
mainstreamová média, mě označili za „nejvlivnějšího antisemitu 21.
století“. Je to titul, na který jsem velmi hrdý.
Ačkoli mě jako zdroj uvádí jen málo lidí, zůstávám nejčtenějším
anglicky píšícím novinářem na světě, i když jsem byl vystaven
nejhorší cenzuře ze všech v historii. Spoustě lidem se líbí moje
materiály o ženách a moje geopolitická analýza. Ale nakonec je vše,
co píšu, v první řadě filtrováno přes antisemitismus.

Definice "antisemitismu"

„Antisemitismus“ je pro Židy záměrně obtížně definovatelný. Jsou
schopni zatemnit definici, protože vytvořili situaci, kdy i žádost o
vysvětlení, co tento termín znamená, je považována za
antisemitskou. Termín se stal tak mocným a tak poškozujícím pověst
každého, kdo se jím pomazal, že se nikdo neodváží ani po špičkách.
Jakmile se objeví náznak, že se ADL nebo jiné židovské skupiny

https://www.unz.com/aanglin/jewish-censorship-is-the-leading-cause-of-anti-semitism/
https://gab.com/compose?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unz.com%2Faanglin%2Fjewish-censorship-is-the-leading-cause-of-anti-semitism%2F&text=Jewish%20Censorship%20is%20the%20Leading%20Cause%20of%20Anti-Semitism%2C%20by%20Andrew%20Anglin%20-%20The%20Unz%20Review%0A
https://t.co/7vh5dtdDqi
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1699472464076525970?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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chystají uvalit pošpinění, lidé se vzdávají. Nebo tomu tak alespoň
bylo předtím, než Kanye West loni výrazně zatlačil proti tomuto
židovskému systému.
Nyní jsme svědky jakési podpory Kanye Westa proti Židům v podobě
pokusů Elona Muska potlačit agendu židovské cenzury, která jeho
společnost stojí miliardy dolarů. Oficiálně byl ADL označen za
„antisemitu“, protože si myslí (nebo alespoň tvrdí), že Twitter by měl
povolit všechny formy legálního projevu.
Naznačený význam „antisemitismu“ je, že „bezdůvodně nenávidíte
Židy“. „ Pracovní definice antisemitismu “, kterou vytvořila
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) a kterou nyní
používá několik institucí – včetně vlád Ron DeSantis a Greg Abbott –
definuje chování, které tvoří „výrazy“ proti -Semitismus, ale nesnaží
se zabývat tím, co antisemitismus vlastně je, jednoduše ho označuje
jako „určitý dojem“. Z toho opět vyplývá, že jde o slepou nenávist
bez důvodu.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Working_definition_of_antisemitism
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Aby bylo jasno: mezi názorem a chováním je rozdíl. Zdá se, že
„antisemitismus“ odkazuje na názor nebo postoj, ale tato definice
popisuje chování, o kterém Židé tvrdí, že pramení z postoje, o
kterém, opět, tvrdí, že existuje bez důvodu (nebo kvůli nějakému
vágnímu „zlu“ ). Tento koncept dává smysl v židovském světonázoru,
kde pohlížejí na Nežidy jako na zvířata, která jsou náchylná k
iracionálnímu a „zlému“ chování. Pro nežida nám však zbývá otázka,
proč by lidé vůbec byli proti Židům (většina lidí nevěří, že „někteří
lidé jsou zlí“).
Je zřejmé, že při pohledu na výše uvedený seznam „projevů
antisemitismu“ můžete vidět spoustu různých důvodů
nesouvisejících se „slepou nenávistí“, proč by se lidé do těchto
„projevů antisemitismu“ zapojovali. Nejnaléhavějším příkladem je
holocaust, kde jej můžete „popírat“ jednoduše proto, že vás důkazy
nepřesvědčily. Mnoho dalších věcí na seznamu jsou prostě vjemy,
které se mohou vyvinout z mnoha důvodů, které nesouvisejí s
agendou „nenávist“. Myslím, že se všichni shodneme, že „volání po
smrti Židů“ je nevhodné, ale vše ostatní na tomto seznamu je něco,
co by mohlo být zcela legitimní.
Vzhledem k mému postavení světového antisemity číslo jedna a
zkušenostem, které jsem získal, když jsem držel tento titul, jsem v
docela dobré pozici, abych pochopil, co Židé vlastně myslí, když
někoho označí za antisemitu. Podle mých zkušeností je „antisemita“
„každý, kdo kritizuje jednotlivé Židy nebo skupiny Židů“. To není v
rozporu s definicí IHRA, která z velké části pouze uvádí populární
kritiku Židů.
Platná kritika židovského chování je rámována jako „nenávist“
prostřednictvím použití popletené terminologie
Neexistuje žádný dobrý důvod, proč by se lidem mělo bránit v kritice
Židů. Je spravedlivé říci, že „ne všichni Židé“ budou zahrnuti do
kritiky. Když se však podíváme na organizace jako ADL nebo SPLC
a jejich analogové skupiny v Evropě, stejně jako na další organizace,
jako je American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) nebo Human Rights
Watch (HRW) – organizace, které nejsou výslovně židovské, ale
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které jsou řízeny Židy a ztělesňují židovské hodnoty – existuje
program, který lze přesně popsat pouze jako „židovský program“.
Jedná se o politickou a sociální agendu, která by měla být
předmětem stejné kritiky jako jakákoli jiná politická nebo sociální
agenda. Židovské náboženství, které je pravděpodobně kořenem
této židovské agendy, by také mělo být otevřeno kritice.
Můžeme zde udělat spoustu srovnání. Křesťané jsou jistě skupinou s
určitým programem a v západní společnosti je všeobecně přijímáno
jako férová hra kritizovat křesťanskou podporu za omezování
potratů, přístupu k pornografii a dalších věcí, které křesťané obhajují
v důsledku svých náboženských názorů. Nikdy jsme neviděli
člověka, který by byl veřejně obviněn z „nenávist ke křesťanům“
nebo prosazování „antichristismu“, protože obhajuje liberální zákony
o potratech. (I když v některých ohledech by bylo platné tvrdit, že
někdo, kdo je pro potraty, je zásadně proti Kristu, jako křesťan se
domnívám, že na toto téma musí existovat svobodná diskuse.)
Existuje mnoho důvodů, proč jsou lidé k Židům kritičtí, a všechny tyto
důvody se týkají židovského chování a prosazování této židovské
agendy. Toto chování je zdokumentováno a není založeno na
„konspirační teorii“, jak budou tvrdit Židé. (Existují například velmi
dobré důvody domnívat se, že nacisté nepoužívali falešné plynové
komory ve sprchách.) Ale podle mého odhadu je chování, pro které
jsou Židy nejvíce opovrhováno, chování, ke kterému se otevřeně
přiznávají a často se jím chlubí.
Funguje zde fascinující dynamika: Židé odsuzují antisemitismus jako
zlo, a přesto nikdy přímo nevysvětlují, co je to „antisemitismus“.
Mezitím mlčky přiznávají, že pokud jste proti jejich chování a
agendě, jste antisemita. Když tedy Židé říkají „musíme vymýtit
antisemitismus“, ve skutečnosti tím říkají „musíme potlačit opozici
vůči židovskému chování a programům, z nichž nejurážlivější z nich
otevřeně přiznáváme a chlubíme se jimi“. Pro mnoho Američanů a
lidí na celém světě to znamená, že aby se vyhnuli „antisemitství“,
musí drasticky změnit své nejposvátnější přesvědčení, aby
přizpůsobili své hodnoty hodnotám Židů.
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Nedávným příkladem, který nelze přeformulovat, je židovská
podpora Roe v. Wade. Židé opakovaně oznamovali, že „potrat je
židovská hodnota“, čímž přímo sdělovali, že každý křesťan, který
věří, že potrat je morálně špatný, je antisemita.

Dlouhodobějším příkladem tohoto fenoménu je židovské tvrzení, že
jakákoli opozice vůči izraelské politice je antisemitská. Proto každý,
kdo je proti porušování lidských práv ze strany izraelského státu, je

https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/Screenshot-2023-09-07-at-2.46.40-AM.png
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antisemita.
Opět si myslím, že je správné tvrdit, že každý, kdo podporuje potraty,
je antikrist, ale nikdo není ničen za to, že je antikrist. Existují také
potenciální argumenty, které by mohly podporovat židovské právo na
vysídlení a masové vraždění Palestinců. Ale nikdo nemá zničený
život za podporu potratů nebo za podporu vraždění Palestinců.
A to nás přivádí k závěru: důvodem číslo jedna, proč jsou lidé proti
Židům, je to, že jakýkoli veřejný odpor vůči Židům vede ke zničení
vašeho života. To znamená: pokusy o „vyražení“ antisemitismu jsou
klíčovou příčinou antisemitismu v moderním světě.
Elon tím naprosto uhodil hřebíček na hlavičku.

The ADL, because they are so aggressive in their demands to ban social media
accounts for even minor infractions, are ironically the biggest generators of anti-
Semitism on this platform!

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) September 4, 2023

Jak bylo vysvětleno výše, neexistuje způsob, jak popřít, že Židé jako
celek mají agendu a zapojují se do různých způsobů chování, aby
tuto agendu prosadili. Když se podíváme na ADL a různé další
židovské skupiny určené k prosazování židovské agendy, vidíme, že
tito Židé podporují:

Masová nebílá imigrace do bílých zemí
Potraty a feminismus v širším měřítku
Homosexualita a trans agenda, včetně dětské homosexuality a
dětských transmisí
„Občanská práva“ pro černochy, která nyní zahrnují legalizaci
černošského zločinu
Posílání obrovských částek amerických dolarů daňových
poplatníků na vedení různých válek, které jsou považovány za
užitečné pro zájmy Židů.

A nejdůležitějsí:
Umlčení jakéhokoli pokusu kritizovat tyto programy nebo
identifikovat tyto programy jako zásadně židovské.

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1698615533170557116?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Je to poslední věc, která lidi trápí víc než cokoli jiného.
Většina lidí souhlasí s konceptem, že Židé mají agendu, a mohou
přijmout, že Židé budou pracovat na prosazení této agendy. Ale lidé
věří, myslím správně, že oni jako lidské bytosti mají právo vyjadřovat
své vlastní názory, i když tyto názory nejsou v souladu s židovskou
agendou.
Vrstvy matoucí cenzury
ADL podporuje cenzuru čehokoli, co maří židovskou agendu.
Rozsah jejich cenzurní agendy je sám o sobě způsobem, kterým je
židovská agenda zamlžována.
Nejviditelnějším příkladem je, že ADL požadovala, aby Elon Musk
cenzuroval účet „Libs of TikTok“, který provozuje židovská žena,
která podporuje Izrael. Je prostě proti trans agendě, stejně jako proti
dalším „krajně levicovým“ agendám, které většina Židů podporuje.
Pravděpodobně by také podpořila zákaz kritiky Izraele.
Ben Shapiro nedávno zveřejnil klip typu „kontrola poškození“ o bitvě
mezi Elonem a ADL, ve kterém říká, že ADL není židovská
organizace, ale spíše demokratická partyzánská organizace.

. @elonmusk is now at war with the Anti-Defamation League, a progressive interest
group that proclaims it is speaking in the name of Jewish causes. And like a lot of
these progressive interest groups, they are interested in removing advertising
revenue from sources where they… pic.twitter.com/ZdLdfvJEdf

— Ben Shapiro (@benshapiro) September 6, 2023

Překvapivě říká, že ADL to „někdy udělá správně“. Toto je
pravděpodobně odkaz na podporu ADL pro Izrael. Jak jsem nedávno
zdokumentoval, ADL podporuje politiky pro Izrael, které jsou totožné
s těmi, které označuje jako „nacismus“, když Američané podporují
tyto politiky pro Ameriku.
Podpora tvrdé rasové politiky v Izraeli ze strany ADL dokazuje, že ve
skutečnosti nejde o „levicovou“ organizaci. Skuteční levičáci jsou
proti anexi Palestiny. ADL je přesně to, co si říká: je to židovská
organizace, která prosazuje židovskou agendu.

https://twitter.com/elonmusk?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/ZdLdfvJEdf
https://twitter.com/benshapiro/status/1699440458580087222?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Je zřejmé, že Židé nejsou absolutní monolit. Existují Židé, kteří jsou
proti nucené homosexualitě a masové imigraci, a přesto podporují
Izrael. Existují dokonce Židé, kteří se zdají být proti většině aspektů
židovské agendy a mají tendenci se mnou ve většině věcí souhlasit.
Glenn Greenwald je příkladem Žida, se kterým většinou souhlasím
(je však také homosexuál, který argumentuje ve prospěch různých
forem „práv homosexuálů“, takže nejsme 100% na stejné vlně) .
Židé mají právo argumentovat čím chtějí. Mají právo nesouhlasit
mezi sebou a nesouhlasit s nežidy. Mají právo propagovat svou
mytologii holocaustu a obhajovat hromadné vyvražďování
Palestinců. Co nemají, je právo umlčet každého, kdo s nimi
nesouhlasí. Máme právo pozorovat Židy, komentovat jejich chování
a postavit se proti jejich agendě, aniž bychom byli umlčeni.
Dokonce bych zašel tak daleko, že bych tvrdil, že Židé mají právo
tvrdit, že každý, kdo se staví proti čemukoli, co dělají, je poháněn
„slepou nenávistí“, kterou zastávají bez jakéhokoli důvodu. Pokud je
to jejich přesvědčení, mají právo to vyjádřit. Nemají však právo
organizovat, převážně polotajným nebo alespoň diskrétním
způsobem, vydírat, vyhrožovat a obtěžovat každého, kdo s nimi
nesouhlasí.
Různá chování ADL, která jsou brána ve jménu umlčení kritiky Židů
a jejich agendy, jsou prakticky všechna na hranici nezákonnosti a
jejich historie ukazuje, že se zapojili do chování, včetně různých
forem špionáže, které jsou jednoznačně nezákonné. . Důvodem,
proč jsou schopni uniknout tomuto zločinnému chování, je opět to,
že dokážou umlčet kritiku.
Had jakoby spolkne ocas. Had zlikviduje všechny známky svého
ocasu tím, že ho spolkne.
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Ano, jsem antisemita
Nemá smysl pokoušet se tvrdit, že nejste „antisemita“, a neexistuje
způsob, jak se postavit židovské agendě a zároveň se tomuto
označení vyhnout. Je to proto, že samotný štítek je navržen tak, aby
poskvrnil každého, kdo se staví proti židovské agendě. To je jediný
důvod, proč tento termín existuje – je to způsob, jak Židé chránit
svou agendu zničením každého, kdo ji zpochybňuje.
Aby tato civilizace přežila, musíme být schopni kritizovat Židy.
Můžeme říci „Nenávidím Židy“, ale nemůžeme s nimi smlouvat o
právu postavit se proti jejich agendě. Nikdy nebudou souhlasit s tím,
že jakýkoli nežid má právo je kritizovat, protože ani nevěří, že jsme
lidé.

https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/ouroboros.png.jpeg
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Vůdce ADL, Jonathan Greenblatt, se nesnaží zastírat skutečnost, že
věří, že je lepší než ostatní lidé kvůli svému židovství, že má právo
ovládat jiné lidi, protože je Žid. Zatímco Židé si udržují ochranu po
celá desetiletí, z velké části díky mytologii kolem údajného
holocaustu, Greenblatt je dokonalou postavou, jak tyto ochrany zničit
svou čirou arogancí.

Když lidé začnou chápat, jak se na ně Židé dívají, budou mít Židé
velmi těžké udržet si vliv na veřejnou diskusi. Když ztratí kontrolu,
ztratí schopnost umlčet kritiku, přehrada se protrhne a mnoho lidí
bude velmi nešťastných, když zjistí, jak Židé využívali svou moc za
posledních asi 70 let.

https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/BA41-D54-D-40-A0-40-EC-B122-5097-E6-F04-A1-E.jpg
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2. Wokechokeříká:
September 7, 2023 at 1:39 pm GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The ADL chapters are run by very wealthy Jew businessmen. A
local analysis of the organization’s backers in the Midwest
(Kansas City, Chicago, Nashville etc) or other regions would
expose just how powerful a tool of capitalists they are. Just how
Jewish they also Cohencidently happen to be.

Benjamin Shapiro really is trying-hard with the save there. ADL
is a Jewish Supremacy.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
• Replies: @Haxo Angmark
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. Altai3 says:
September 7, 2023 at 1:42 pm GMT • 2.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑

There is no good reason why people should be prevented from criticizing the
Jews. It is fair enough to say that “not all Jews” are going to be included in the
criticism.

But the fact remains, despite Jews being immune to claims of
“anti-semintism” and there being lots of Jewish celebrities and
intellectuals who are outspoken on all kinds of other issues,
every major Jewish organisation is pro-Zionism, pro-Israel. How
can that be without the support of the bulk of Jews both secular
and otherwise? How come we hardly ever see major Jewish
figures exposing and campaigning against Israel? Who would be
able to call them racist? And judging from everything else these
people say they hold dear to their hearts, they are universalists
who should see the suffering of the Palestinians as a crime they
are uniquely able to agitate against from within the community
which allows it.

When Goldstone wrote his report on the Gaza “war” in 2009
(Selected because he was Jewish! Because of course we need
a Jew to write the report for it to be “impartial”. Amazing, nobody
of any other third party ethnicity on Earth could be trusted to be
“impartial”!) he did his best for the tribe and made absurd false
equivalency with Israeli warplanes bombing whole apartment
buildings and a couple of low yield rockets etc. But even this, the
best he could do short of somehow turning up and saying all the
extensive video footage of Israeli war crimes was somehow
fake, wasn’t enough.

Goldstone was initially uninvited to his own grandson’s Bar
Mitzvah supposedly for fear of others causing a scene.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/apr/30/richard-
goldstone-south-africa-jews

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Altai3
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/apr/30/richard-goldstone-south-africa-jews
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Eventually they realised how bad it looked and relented. But
again, why are these radicals not shamed or shunned
themselves? Why are they able to cause trouble for the likes of
Goldstone? Is it because in actuality their views aren’t so
extremist among Jews at all.

https://mg.co.za/article/2010-04-16-goldstone-cleared-for-
grandsons-bar-mitzvah

• Replies: @Altai3
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
4. Beautiful Evidence says:

In my twitter days I was DemocracyLater which I think is a clever
play on Democracy Now. I think an SNL skit about waiting for
democracy would be outstanding but also not ever happening.

My labels:
 Goy

 Conspiracy theorist
 Anti-semite

 9/11 truther

• Agree: Understory
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

5. neutral says:
The leading cause of anti-semitism is semitism.

• Agree: Vajradhara
• Replies: @El_Kabong
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Understory
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https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Vajradhara
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6. muh muh says:
September 7, 2023 at 2:31 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Elon says:

Jonathan at ADL kicked off a massive Twitter boycott campaign less than a
week after the acquisition closed.

Literally nothing had changed about the site.

Our US revenue is still 60% down from that campaign, but slowly improving.

Legally, this makes a big difference.

So far, all we’ve seen from ADL cheerleaders is something like
“Elon will lose, ‘cuz Jew hate DID increase at twatter after he
took over the helm,” but if everything Elon said can be proven in
court, the ADL is in for the ride of their lives.

Without naming the ADL, he said something similar last year:

“Twitter has had a massive drop in revenue, due to activist groups pressuring
advertisers, even though nothing has changed with content moderation
and we did everything we could to appease the activists,” he said in a
tweet. “Extremely messed up! They’re trying to destroy free speech in
America.”

https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/04/tech/twitter-advertisers/index.html

Buckle up.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=muh+muh
https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/04/tech/twitter-advertisers/index.html
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7. muh muh says:
September 7, 2023 at 2:47 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Solid piece. One of Anglin’s best.

There is no point in attempting to argue that you are not an “anti-Semite,” and
there is no way to oppose the Jewish agenda while also attempting to avoid
that label.

Disagree.

Admitting you’re an anti-Semite is to play into their hands. At the
same time, wasting energy trying to prove you’re NOT an anti-
Semite is a fool’s errand.

Jews can think whatever they want, but they’ll never speak for
me. Brush off their label like a bug on your sleeve and stay
strong. Almost everything they call “anti-Semitic” can be proven
by facts. If they don’t want to hear them, they’ve already lost the
argument.

Love that truth as you would your own child and you’ll never be
fazed by them.

• Agree: Ernesto Che, Kolya Krassotkin, Passing by,
IreneAthena
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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8. Altai3 says:
September 7, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Altai3

Glenn Greenwald is an example of a Jew who I agree with most of the time

Greenwald also supported the Iraq war. He claims it’s because
he somehow, as an adult with supposedly progressive left-wing
politics, he believed the claims that, when you think about it, this
was all to help Iraq.

More likely he was a Zionist with a small z and had an atavistic
fear and hatred of people like Saddam Hussein. But was
appalled at how big of a cluster fuck the war became and the
realisation that the neocons were too dangerous to be allowed to
exist.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Altai3
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9. xyzxy says:
September 7, 2023 at 3:12 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
What would be surprising to see, now that Musk has raised the
question openly, is whether any politician will come out in favor
of the First Amendment, which, presumably, they are sworn to
protect.

My guess is that most will attempt to lay low, not wanting to call
attention to their own spineless slug behavior. But some
enterprising Jewish journalist is probably going to push them
over the cliff, by asking, “Why are you still using Twitter, which is
owned by an antisemite?”

Perhaps the question could be brought up at the next
Republican debate. Find out just how low Nimarata can grovel,
and whether the rest will accuse Musk of the J-crime?

Other than Viv, who might actually support open speech, the
remainder would no doubt pull out their small caps, and roundly
condemn Elon.

• Thanks: muh muh
• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
10. Not Important says:

“Obviously, Jews are not an absolute monolith. ”

I mean, for all intents and purposes, they are. The extremely
rare ones who are not part of that monolith have no effect on
anything.

• Agree: druid55, Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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11. September 7, 2023 at 3:14 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
This is demonstrably a scientific issue, of paramount importance
to the survival of the human species; and most probably an
example of an impending, incipient human speciation

obligate slave-makers like P. breviceps always have slaves that comprise
even over 90% of the work force. They can successfully raid large colonies,
sometimes several in sequence on a raiding day, and thus they have more
slaves and larger slaves than facultative slave-makers. Their efficiency during
raids is associated with special adaptations like enlarged glands and sharp
sickle-shaped mandibles (Figure 4). Glandular secretions released during
raids serve to pacify or turn workers from target colonies against each other,
reducing aggression towards the slave-makers. Workers that do offer
resistance to the slave-makers are readily immobilized with a quick piercing of
the head or body with the mandibles. Although the modified mandibles of
obligate slave-makers are effective weapons, they also make the slave-
makers inept nurses and foragers, and incapable of managing their colony
tasks without slaves. Indeed, P. breviceps cannot survive on its own even if
plenty of food is available. This ant must have slaves to survive, and mature
colonies must obtain a minimum of about 6000 slaves per season per colony
to maintain a high proportion of slaves (Savolainen & Deslippe 1996).

https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/social-
parasitism-in-ants-13256421/

Moreover the entire race gender woke agenda validates the
hypothesis of dulotic, Intraspecific Social Parasitism from a
hostile, foreign inquiline sub species.; and thesse be

Social parasitism in mammals with particular reference to
neotropical primates

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Social-parasitism-in-
mammals-with-particular-to-
Jones/18071a9703bf8c90175975d88356a305c342badb

Btw this biological phenomena is not specific to any race or
ethnicity, it is cross-national, cross temporal, ubiquitous in
human space, time; e.g. Hindu castes, Serfdom, etc

https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/social-parasitism-in-ants-13256421/
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Social-parasitism-in-mammals-with-particular-to-Jones/18071a9703bf8c90175975d88356a305c342badb
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cc: Dr Kevin Macdonald, Dr. E. Michael Jones, Dr. Ron Unz

• Thanks: Understory
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
12. Xander Pendable says:

September 7, 2023 at 3:14 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Indigenous Palestinian people are Semites, and have always
been.

I’ve no idea who these other punters pretending to be Semites
are. Phoenician Sadducees?

Seems to me the actual “anti-Semites” are those European and
European-descended people, many of whom were born in
Palestine, who spend their time stealing land and water (not to
mention bombing) the actual owners of the lands they stole in
1947-48.

• Agree: muh muh, Twodees Partain, Ann Nonny Mouse
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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13. September 7, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 500
Words   ↑

I have been labeled by both the SPLC and the ADL, as well as probably all
mainstream media outlets, as “the most influential anti-Semite of the 21st
century.” It’s a title I am very proud of.

As I’ve repeatedly pointed out, “antisemite” might as well be
decoded as “anti-Satanist” or “anti-sociopath.” In a Satanic and
sociopathic, Marxist-Zionist infested and overthrown nation,
that’s going to make you public enemy number one (at least
from the perspective of the totally corrupt, depraved and
mentally unhinged political classs and propaganda class).

Although few people cite me as a source, I remain the single most widely-read
English-language journalist in the world, even after having suffered the worst
censorship of anyone in history. A lot of people like my materials about
women, and my geopolitical analysis. But ultimately, all of what I write is first
and foremost filtered through anti-Semitism.

Yes, spiritual anti-Satanism is a powerful animating force and
inspiring Northstar. Were this nation not so firmly in the grip of
ZOG war fever, Mammon worship, and the Satanic cult of death
and gore, you might be recognized as a top tier public
intellectual.

Ben Shapiro recently published a “damage control” type clip about the battle
between Elon and the ADL, in which he says that the ADL is not a Jewish
organization but rather a Democrat partisan organization.

And so are most ((neocons)) now, having ventured into the GOP
to sell the “War on terror and Islamofascism,” and having
brought a massive disaster upon the country, gone wailing back
into the welcoming arms of Satanic Dems.

((Shapiro)) is a neocon, too, simply trying to salvage what he
can for the Satanists on the American right.
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But this is what Satanists do: break things, ruin things, corrupt
everything they touch. They’re why America has fallen so far, so
fast.

It’s really only because we’ve badly lost wars to the
“Islamofascists” thanks to Putin and Christian Russia, and
thanks to the toughness and resilience if Iran, and thanks to the
utter and innate incompetence and arrogance of Satanism itself.

The Satanists, like ((Shapiro)), are scrambling to salvage what
they can, but at the same time they can’t fight their pathological
drive to wreck, wreck, wreck. And so it’s a losing battle.

And so the world churns, grinding down the Satanists to again
be with their father, the Devil, which always was their destiny
and their fate. All of their plans, schemes, treachery and
atrocities were for not, as the coffin door slowly slams shut on
their evil, cutting them off from God, decency, honor, nobility,
humanity and civilization forever.

They should have listened to Christ, but their stiff necks would
not bend, and so Moses had to remove their heads.

• Agree: Twodees Partain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

14. Rupert Nerduck says:
Such a wonderful article.

Thank you.

• Agree: annacat, Odd Rabbit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Twodees+Partain
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rupert+Nerduck
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=annacat
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Odd+Rabbit
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15. Arthur_ says:
September 7, 2023 at 4:01 pm GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Alex Jones: “If you love Hitler you love the ADL”

“The ADL is a protection racket and it’s been exposed by other
Jewish groups that we’ll play clips of later. They want
antisemitism and persecution of Jews, duh, because then they
get more money. So they’re creating a dialectic and they’re
working for some very evil groups. So if you love Hitler, you love
the ADL.”

https://www.mediamatters.org/alex-jones/alex-jones-if-you-love-
hitler-you-love-adl

full show

https://www.banned.video/watch?id=64f7b206edc7d9b0f20d68ff

• LOL: Trinity, Understory
• Replies: @DanFromCT, @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. gottlieb says:

One of your best Anglin. Should be shared far and wide – oops it
can’t be. A mild criticism of ‘jew’ is a hop, skip and a jump to
‘death camps.’

• Replies: @JR Foley
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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17. Sir Launcelot Canning says:
@Not Important
Well, I think Ron Unz and The Unz Review may have had an
effect on the recent college admissions affirmative action rulings.
So you can’t say zero effect. But, sadly, this is rare.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sir+Launcelot+Canning
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18. Charles Pewitt says:
September 7, 2023 at 4:55 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Musk and Twitter banned Baby Boomer retired professor Kevin
MacDonald.

Did the ADL and Jonathan Greenblatt force Musk and Twitter to
ban professor Kevin MacDonald?

Kevin MacDonald:

The role of Jewish activism in the transformative changes that have occurred
in the West in recent decades continues to be controversial.

Here I respond to several issues putatively related to Jewish influence,
particularly the “default hypothesis” that Jewish IQ and urban residency
explain Jewish influence and the role of the Jewish community in enacting the
1965 immigration law in the United States; other issues include Jewish
ethnocentrism and intermarriage and whether diaspora Jews are hypocritical
in their attitudes on immigration to Israel versus the United States.

The post-World War II era saw the emergence of a new, substantially Jewish
elite in America that exerted influence on a wide range of issues that formed a
virtual consensus among Jewish activists and the organized Jewish
community, including immigration, civil rights, and the secularization of
American culture.

Jewish activism in the pro-immigration movement involved: intellectual
movements denying the importance of race in human affairs; establishing,
staffing, and funding anti-restrictionist organizations; recruiting prominent non-
Jews to anti-restrictionist organizations; rejecting the ethnic status quo as a
goal because of fear of a relatively homogeneous white majority; leadership in
Congress and the executive branch.

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2022/01/01/the-default-
hypothesis-fails-to-explain-jewish-influence/

Baby Boomer Jew Pinker Propaganda Rat And Good Buddy
With Dead Baby Boomer Jew Jeffrey Epstein Dislikes Professor
Kevin MacDonald And MacDonald’s View Of Jew Subversion Of
European Christendom(Tweet from 2018):

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2022/01/01/the-default-hypothesis-fails-to-explain-jewish-influence/
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The Alt-Right embraces the bizarre anti-Semitic conspiracy theory that Jewish
intellectuals advance Jewish interests with theories that undermine Christian
culture. Nathan Cofnas refuted the idea & now responds to a reply by its
major proponent. https://t.co/4s2DgI0JgM

— Steven Pinker (@sapinker) April 19, 2018

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

19. anarchyst says:
September 7, 2023 at 5:04 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
If I had my way…

 I would OUTLAW MALE GENITAL MUTILATION in the USA
and would criminalize the procedure, both for the doctors,
mohels performing the mutilation and the parents allowing it as
well.

 It is long overdue to get this barbaric practice consigned to
the trash heap of history.

 If jews want to mutilate their children, they can go to israel.

• Agree: follyofwar
• Replies: @follyofwar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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20. Charles Pewitt says:
September 7, 2023 at 5:25 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
ADL Jew Goon Jonathan Greenblatt Spews More Crud About
So-Called “Tropes.”

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) and the ADL have
screeched like snout-twitching rats once too often about this or
that TROPE.

The European Christian ancestral core of the USA must use the
TROPE — A — DOPE STRATEGY to wear down and tire out
JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) and the ADL.

The European Christian ancestral core of the USA will block and
absorb the vicious attacks from JEWS ORGANIZED
GLOBALLY(JOG) and the ADL and then when the evil and
demonic nation-wrecking Jew rodents get tired, the Historic
American Nation will rhetorically blast the Jew slobs.

THE USA IS A CHRISTIAN NATION

THE USA IS A EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN NATION

THE USA IS A BRITISH PROTESTANT SETTLER NATION

THE ADL AND JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) CAN GO
TO HELL!

Because the answer is “Yes!” regarding seeking donations, hence JG’s refusal
to answer the question.

JG instead went on the attack, implying that Sorkin, despite being Jewish, is
somehow an anti-Semite just for asking a basic conflict-of-interest question!
🤣

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) September 6, 2023

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1699512845413556316?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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21. Charles Pewitt says:
September 7, 2023 at 5:39 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
THE PROPAGANDA WAR OF JEW AGGRESSION

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) and the ADL are using
mass censorship and anti-White propaganda to attack and
destroy all European Christian nations such as the USA,
England, Ireland, France, Canada, Australia, Italy, Spain,
Germany and many, many others.

The ADL is a puppet front for JEWS ORGANIZED
GLOBALLY(JOG).

The anti-White and anti-Christian ADL is pushing for mass
censorship to block free speech and open discussion of many
topics.

The JEW/WASP Ruling Class of the American Empire has
ramped up the censorship and de-platforming on the internet
because they got a glimpse of the power of the European
Christian ancestral core of the USA and they didn’t like it.

The Jew-controlled ruling classes in all European Christian
nations are trying to corral and sequester all the electronic
propaganda — and print and public gatherings — in order to
prevent the core ethnic populations from putting a stop to mass
legal immigration and mass illegal immigration and other anti-
White nonsense.

Trump and DeSantis and the other rancid slobs in the
Republican Party are doing nothing about censorship on the
internet because they want the range of opinions to be narrowed
to safe confines that don’t upset the donors and the other
special interests that have bought and paid for the rancid
Republican Party.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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The ADL must be crushed. But it is Jew donors and JEWS
ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) and other anti-White elements
like the Rupert Murdoch mob that funds the ADL; they are the
power and loot behind the ADL.

It is clear that Google, Facebook, Twitter, Comcast, Viacom,
Disney, the Murdoch mob and other propaganda outlets must be
destroyed. If you don’t have the balls to say or write that then
stop play-acting at indignation with pissant bullshit about the
annoying Jew Greenblatt twats at the ADL.

The Jew-controlled Comcast corporation has made moves to
further their propaganda stranglehold on European Christian
nations. The Murdoch mob and the Comcast corporation put out
blatantly anti-White, anti-Christian propaganda slop and the
donor-controlled politician whores in the Republican Party say
nothing.

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) Has Declared War On
European Christendom and the European Christian people
wherever they are on the globe.

The Propaganda Power Of JEWS ORGANIZED
GLOBALLY(JOG) Must Be Obliterated.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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22. DanFromCT says:
September 7, 2023 at 5:54 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Arthur_
This is also the m.o. of Conservatism Inc—nearly 100% kosher
behind the white, preppy, and tassel-loafer facade. The ADL
would go out of business if a poll were taken proving there’s
nearly zero anti-Semitism in America and that 99% of non-Jews
virtually never, not ever, spend time thinking in terms of Jews vs.
non-Jews. But, oy vey, dahlingk, where’s the money in that?

Same with the preppy fruitcakes at Conservatism Inc. Their free
ride, the success of Republican fundraising, not to mention the
viewership of Fox News, depend on losing every battle with the
left so that fear-mongering keeps the donations and ad revenues
rolling in. The hell with America.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
23. CelestiaQuesta says:

September 7, 2023 at 6:13 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
How ironic is it that two of the biggest purveyors of hate
(ADL/SPLC) happen to have Jewish origins and are run by Jews
for the benefit of Jews.

How far do we allow these kikes to enslave us while watching
chosenites promote endless holocaust hysteria bs before a final
solution is reignited?

• Replies: @Protogonus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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24. Chriss says:
3,46

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/q0TFxpp7pco

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shulamit_Aloni

• Thanks: Understory
• Replies: @Chriss
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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25. Farrakhan.DDuke.AliceWalker.AllAgree says:
September 7, 2023 at 7:00 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

There is no point in attempting to argue that you are not an “anti-Semite,” and
there is no way to oppose the Jewish agenda while also attempting to avoid
that label. This is because the label itself is designed to taint anyone who
opposes the Jewish agenda. That is the only reason the term exists – it is a
way for Jews to protect their agenda by destroying anyone who questions it.

“Anti-Semite !”

?

Anti-Termite !!!

I oppose proactively hateful ethno-supremacist Jews behaving
as termites gnawing often latently but ever unceasingly in
instinctive concert at the cultural structure of white Christian
society as (((they))) have been doing since arriving en masse in
the United States circa 1880 pursuing (((their))) apparent goal to
eradicate all people of European descent.

This term and definition originally published 2018, as you may
recall.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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26. Chriss says:
September 7, 2023 at 7:08 pm GMT • 2.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Chriss
According to the investigation, between January and March
2015, Kolomoisky, as the ultimate beneficiary of Privatbank,
developed a plan to take control of the bank’s funds for the
purpose of further financing his offshore-controlled company and
increasing his own stake in the bank’s capital.

In pursuit of this plan, the bank was artificially obligated to pay
over 9.2 billion hryvnias to the offshore-controlled company
under the pretext of buying back its own bonds at an inflated
value, as explained by NABU (National Anti-Corruption Bureau
of Ukraine).

Subsequently, a portion of the amount, over 446 million
hryvnias, was transferred to the accounts of three related legal
entities for the purpose of legalization under the pretense of
securities trading transactions. Later, the funds were transferred
to the accounts of two additional entities. Ultimately, the funds
were transferred to the personal account of the ultimate
beneficiary of Privatbank. Kolomoisky later contributed these
funds to the authorized capital of Privatbank in accordance with
the requirements of the National Bank of Ukraine.

In addition to Kolomoisky, the investigation also involves five
managers of Privatbank, which was nationalized in 2016.

On Saturday, a court in Kiev ordered the detention of
Kolomoisky, one of the wealthiest Ukrainian businessmen, for
two months. Earlier on the same day, the Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU) announced that Kolomoisky had been informed
of suspicion of committing crimes related to fraud and the
legalization of assets acquired as a result of criminal activity.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chriss
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The SBU believes that from 2013 to 2020, Kolomoisky moved
more than half a billion hryvnias (equivalent to over 12 million
USD) abroad using banks under his control.

Kolomoisky supported the current Ukrainian President,
Volodymyr Zelensky, in the 2019 presidential elections in
Ukraine. On Saturday, following the oligarch’s arrest, the
president stated that Ukraine would be a country with “different
rules” in the future and that there would certainly be no leniency
for those “who plundered Ukraine and placed themselves above
the law and all rules.”
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27. Charles Pewitt says:
September 7, 2023 at 7:19 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The ADL knowingly included phone threats made by an Israeli
Jew to ramp up the ADL’s bogus fraudulent phoney baloney so-
called “hate crimes” statistics in order to clam rake more loot
from the rancid politician whores in the US Congress.

The crooked crook Jew liars at the ADL might have been aware
of some goddamn monkey business and funny business being
conducted by the electronics goons in Israeli Intelligence
involving the phone threats made by the Israeli Jew puke, but it
seems that the DEEP STATE of the American Empire was aiding
and abetting the use of global electronics to coordinate the
shakedown racket extortion efforts of the Jew-controlled ADL.

Israeli electronics goons have their grubby fingers and rat paws
all over the electronics of the American Empire and they covered
up that Israeli Jew kid making threatening phone calls to Jew
outfits in the USA.

The Jew-Controlled ADL Is Known To COOK THE BOOKS And
Use SHAM STATISTICS In Order To Grab More Loot From
Donors And The US Congress.

You claim, "Anti-Jewish acts have reached… the highest number we’ve seen
in 40 years of tracking it," but your tracking is garbage & you know it. Experts
have debunked you for decades. You're spreading disinformation and
demanding people be censored for it. Shame on you & @ADL
https://t.co/TZqLvcz4of

— Michael Shellenberger (@shellenberger) September 6, 2023

US/Israeli Man Charged in Connection with Threats to Jewish Community
Centers, Conveying False Info & Cyberstalking https://t.co/uXrOLCKnU5

— Justice Department (@TheJusticeDept) April 21, 2017

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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28. Curmudgeon says:
@muh muh

Brush off their label like a bug on your sleeve and stay strong.

My responses have been:
 – “I have nothing against Arabs.”

 – “Why would I be opposed to a language group?”
 Their momentary pause to think about what I have said, is my

exit.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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29. Pierre de Craon says:
September 7, 2023 at 7:24 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@muh muh

… if everything Elon said can be proven in court, the ADL is in for the ride of
their lives.

The notion that (((the court system))) is a venue where truth or
justice is welcome is chimerical. Law and jurisprudence have
meaning in a society only when those with the authority to apply
the law and the law’s sanctions recognize that obedience to law
must have primacy over their own ideas and desires.

That boat sailed when Christian principles ceased to be
acknowledged as the basis of all law. Diversity—a term that
means “acknowledgment of Jewish overlordship”—is now
acclaimed “our greatest strength.” Moreover, like the ADL, the
boat’s captain and crew are all Jews, and the only law that Jews
recognize as immutable is self-interest.

Of course, as Anglin writes, it is wrong to say or assume that all
Jews are alike. Indeed, if I were to think about the matter for a
few days, I am sure that I could come up with a dozen or so
exceptions among the world’s millions of Jews.

• Agree: lavoisier
• Thanks: annacat, IreneAthena
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. September 7, 2023 at 7:26 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
It’s inaccurate to call it “anti-semitism” as the judaists do, who
pretend the Tribe is a race. They are hateful tribalists with a
developed strategy of hiding behind the Negrids, who are also
tribalists but for completely different reasons. The hatred of the
Tribe for the Other is self-taught and historical; the fearful hated
of the Negrids for the Other is ingrained and truly racial.

Forget calling it “anti-semitism”! This plays into the Tribe’s
hands, who play the victim and whine about persecution when
it’s really their neighbors just perceiving that the Tribe is a cabal,
a mafia, a conspiracy, and a collection of genocidal maniacs
who really do hate YOU and will arrange to kill you slowly or
quickly if only they can skulk away without getting caught in their
crimes such as usury.

For their history after the death of Jehoshua and as the power
now behind the criminal NATO proxy war against Russia, see:

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love

Note that to read the article, simply SCROLL DOWN; no sign-in
is necessary. Thanks.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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31. Anonymous[295] • Disclaimer says:
September 7, 2023 at 7:53 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
The notion of antisemitism is pre-modern blasphemy law. It
fosters group cohesion with pretexts for primitive Jew rituals of
mobbing and shunning. With stereotyped identities built on
Bronze Age genocide myths, neurotic Jews bond in mass
hysteria by attacking a demonized other.

On the atavistic repetition compulsion of a fucked-up culture
kosher nostra mobsters like Greenblatt built a lucrative extortion
racket. But once you get done applying the hate speech
threshold tests to Ur-kike Greenblatt’s wounded feewings, they
dissipate like a fat Jew’s gefilte fart.

1. Severity
 2. Intent;

 3. Content,
 4. Extent, in particular the public nature of the speech

 5. Imminence,
 6. Likelihood or probability of action, and

 7. Context.

https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Expre
ssion/ICCPR/Vienna/CRP7Callamard.pdf

Any independent court will find the following concepts in strict
accord with Articles 19 and 20: The IHRA definition is religious
dogma for theocratic Jew supremacists. Holocaust dogma is a
crooked Jew mobster making wartime supply disruptions all
about him to make money. Zionism is an ideology for
exterminating indigenous peoples.

Why is Space-X CIA protege Musk taking on the ADL now? Ask
why “retired” CIA like Giraldi denounce the wicked Jews who
make CIA do exactly what it always does. Musk is going to wipe

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Expression/ICCPR/Vienna/CRP7Callamard.pdf
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the floor with Greenblatt in a media phantasmagoria of Jewy
cant and whining. Then CIA is going to fry some Jewesses for all
of the illegal shit Langley did so Russia doesn’t nuke them. Bad
apples Gina, Avril, Cohen are gonna end up on the wrong side
of the glass booth. Tsk, tsk, it’s those darn Jews again!
Redemption & remembrance!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

32. Haxo Angmark says:
@Wokechoke
ADL is in fact the political arm of the Congregation B’nai Br’ith:

whose actual religion is only incidentally Judaism,

but functionally racial Zionism: raising $$$ for I$rahell,

and destroying all opposition to I$rahell’s

(and all of organized Jewry’s)

murderous machinations.

• Replies: @Al Liguori
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33. Blondie Callahan 1970 says:
September 7, 2023 at 8:13 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
I for one am tired of this muh free speech argument. A bunch of
anti -American, excuse me anti -white Jews have zero rights to
condemn the race that brought us and them , everything .
Including the lap top Greenblatt uses daily to trash white people
.

Blacks have done the exact same thing for years , Sharpton and
Jessie Jackson anyone ? We’re supposed to celebrate these
clowns and Greenblatt . Why? Because they’ve extorted millions
from white America . This is a cause for celebration? I suppose if
you’re a race traitor white man or woman it is .

Intimidation is not protected under the 1a . The ADL and other
Jew organizations are professional intimidators . Resistance is
futile . They’re the Borg , but worse . At least the Borg didn’t
want you dead , they just wanted your genetics to improve the
collective .

Anglin shouldn’t be censored . I haven’t seen him calling for Jew
replacement. I haven’t read anything of his that would be
considered threatening. So hey AA , stop with the argument of
free speech . They’re not Americans and they never will be ,
therefore they have no protection under our laws. I don’t give a
damn if they were born here or not.

They’re scared of Anglin , hell they’re scared of this entire web
site as they know the truth is spoken here . We all might
disagree on how to accomplish our goals but at the end of the
day we all want the same thing . That is a place where one can
earn a living , raise their kids in a safe environment and be left
the fuck alone . Is that too much to ask ? I suppose it is .

That is all .

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Blondie+Callahan+1970
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• Thanks: annacat
• Replies: @annacat
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34. Haxo Angmark says:

@Chriss
Kolomoisky is no more a “Ukrainian” than Poroshenko/Zlensky:

these are International Jews, promoting

international Jew interests. Naturally, being racially rapacious,

they also occasionally rip-off each other.
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35. Charles Pewitt says:
September 7, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The Jew-Controlled ADL And Jew Jonathan Greenblatt Have
Viciously Attacked Donald Trump And Mel Gibson And Elon
Musk.

The Jew-Controlled ADL Pushes Mass Legal Immigration, Mass
Illegal Immigration, REFUGEE OVERLOAD and ASYLUM
SEEKER INUNDATION For All European Christian Nations. The
Jew-Controlled ADL Does NOT Push Mass Immigration For
Israel.

Jewish baseball player Hank Greenberg had 331 career home
runs. Jewish baseball player Sandy Koufax had 165 wins as a
pitcher.

I am comfortable repeating those statistics found on the internet.
They might not be right, but they are probably close.

I would not trust anything involving statistics or numbers or
anything else coming from the anti-White, anti-Christian
scoundrels in the Anti-Defamation League(ADL). Everything
emanating from the ADL is a bunch of crud.

The ADL pushes open borders mass immigration. The ADL
pushes amnesty for illegal alien invaders. The ADL wants more
multicultural mayhem in the United States. The ADL
continuously attacks the European Christian ancestral core of
the United States.

THE ADL CAN GO STRAIGHT TO HELL

Soros often is held up by the far-right, using antisemitic tropes, as the source
of the world’s problems. To see @ElonMusk, regardless of his intent, feed this
segment — comparing him to a Jewish supervillain, claiming Soros “hates
humanity" — is not just distressing, it's… pic.twitter.com/ECAuYahSga

— Jonathan Greenblatt (@JGreenblattADL) May 16, 2023

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
https://twitter.com/elonmusk?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/ECAuYahSga
https://twitter.com/JGreenblattADL/status/1658465143393595393?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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For years, @ADL has tracked Mel Gibson's antisemitism. Now, my friend,
@joshmalina, asks the imp questions: Why is he still embraced by
Hollywood? Why is #antisemitism seemingly tolerated?https://t.co/H06zbuld1f

— Jonathan Greenblatt (@JGreenblattADL) December 5, 2021

We cannot allow the historic & horrific events of the past 48 hours to fade
without significant consequences. In our 100+ years of history, @ADL has
never called for the President of the United States to be removed from office.
Today, that changes. https://t.co/QWPplt3h6z

— Jonathan Greenblatt (@JGreenblattADL) January 8, 2021

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

36. HdC says:
@Charles Pewitt
The truth is anti-semitic!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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37. Ivor Biggun says:

Shalom… can you spare a Shekel???

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

38. Legba says:
I appreciated the checklist.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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39. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
September 7, 2023 at 9:58 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
JEWS: “It’s ‘antisemitic’ to accuse-judge-blame us for things
others get spared. We just want to be treated equally, like
everyone else.”

JEWS: “Only we are God’s chosen.”

JEWS: “Only we determine that antisemitism trumps(!)
antijesusism, antimuslimism, and so on.”

JEWS: “Only we are Semites worth heeding, not fellow Arab
Semites.”

JEWS: “Only we have a theocratic state that is good: Israel.”

JEWS: “Only we have suffered the most in history.”

JEWS: “Only we were holocausted.”

JEWS: “Only we are allowed to invade/colonize Others’ lands
post-WWII.”

JEWS: “Only we deserve getting nearly $4,000,000,000
annually from Uncle Sucker.”

JEWS: “Only we have earned the most Nobel Prizes.”

JEWS: “Only we are human, others being goyim animals.”

JEWS: “Only we can call America ‘Judeo-Christian’ after killing
Jesus.”

JEWS: “Only we say what sufferings are mandated to be taught
in goyim schools.”

JEWS: “Only we are above criticism.”

JEWS: “Kyrias Joel, NY, is only for Jews.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
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JEWS: “Only we matter.”

JEWS: “Only we can have a lobby promoting Israel that is not
registered as a foreign-based entity.”

JEWS: “Only we can oppress another people for 75 years, not
Ireland.”

JEWS: “Only we can routinely terrorize weaker, unarmed others
with impunity.”

JEWS: “Only we can make billion$ based on assertions that can
never be questioned.”

JEWS: “Only Judaism is true, sacred, and unmockable.”

• Thanks: anarchyst
• Replies: @Anonymous
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40. Rurik says:

Am I the only one who is inconsolable over this?

https://www.rt.com/news/582550-new-york-mayor-migrants/

• Replies: @Zumbuddi
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41. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
September 7, 2023 at 10:41 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
My response to this:

https://www.timesofisrael.com/abbas-ashkenazi-jews-are-not-
semites-hitler-killed-them-for-their-social-role/

——–

It’s said that J*ws run into trouble every 80 years or so. They
seem to have learned nothing after being booted from 109, er,
bars…”for no reason at all.”

They base much on, and grift much moolah from, an alleged
holocaust they won’t let be examined.

Israel is 75. Its violence, lies, and hubris are finally, but
inexorably, catching up with it. Like Rome did sicarii (who’d
provoked it) at Masada.

Tick-tock, tick-tock.

Too many Good Jews have acted like Good Germans, letting
their Fourth Reich run amok.

First came Ye. Now comes Elon. Goyim are waking up,
budlighting Israel.

Read the comments that follow Nosferatu Greenblatt’s screeds.
Millions who’ve been silent are speaking out about a certain
rogue state whose invaders say Y@hweh chose them…just like
Odin chose Aryans.

The world is tired of Israel’s violence and hasbara excuses.

Tick-tock, tick-tock.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lemmy+Tellyuh
https://www.timesofisrael.com/abbas-ashkenazi-jews-are-not-semites-hitler-killed-them-for-their-social-role/
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NB: Russians didn’t suddenly all die when the USSR
“disappeared.” Nor will Jews perish when their antijesusitic state
vanishes.

“Israelo delenda est!”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

42. norecovery says:
The public’s reaction to FRAUD and GREED is the leading
cause of anti-semitism. Censorship is part of the effort to
obfuscate the wrong-doing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

43. Andreas says:
September 7, 2023 at 11:07 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The ADL reminds me of the Church of Scientology. I’m led to
believe each is a front for an occult group. Manson himself flirted
with Scientology and was “audited” in prison. The infamous
Process Church was a direct off-shoot of Scientology. And
Hubbard’s occult roots are well-documented. Some researchers
have even suggested a link between the Process Church and
the Son of Sam killings. Manson was also associated with the
Process after he got out of prison and even wrote an essay for
one of their publications. But it is unlikely that he was ever an
actual member. These are serious people. When Manson
started talking too openly about the Process, two still
unidentified Process members flew to the West Coast from New
York for a meeting. While it is not known what was said, Manson
never spoke about the Process again. These organizations
always seem to attract sociopaths and they all have occult
origins. Nothing would surprise me about the ADL and this
Greenblatt.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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44. muh muh says:
September 7, 2023 at 11:24 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
Having some experience with the legal system, I’ll say that it’s a
mixed bag, but not the “sailed ship” you seem to think it is.

We can come up with a lot of recent examples of bad rulings, I
agree. Those are highly politicized, highly publicized cases.

But often these cases are brought to the public’s attention
BECAUSE they want to demoralize citizens into thinking they
don’t stand a chance in the courts. Even so, Rittenhouse was
exonerated and the Waukesha car-rammer got the book thrown
at him. Notice how the media still piles on Kyle and tends to
ignore the real lunatic in spite of the court rulings.

If you throw your hands up and despair of it all, they’ve already
won.

• Agree: Ace
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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45. 4ubutnot4me says:

Wait, I get how it works!

ADL: “Boycott bad behaviour!”

ADL: “Boycotts of disgraceful Israeli behaviour are anti-
semitic!”

ADL: “Holding Israel to a different standard is anti-semitic!”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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46. Notsofast says:
sigh…. just when it seemed andrew had figured out the true
angle of attack was zionism, don quixote starts tilting at jewish
windmills again. you really want to attack their windmill, show
them what a real love windmill looks like.

https://theparasciences.com/category/tip-of-the-month/

save the swastika, ommmmmm…..

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Notsofast
https://theparasciences.com/category/tip-of-the-month/
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47. Zumbuddi says:
September 8, 2023 at 12:04 am GMT • 1.8 days ago • 600
Words   ↑

The reason they are able to get away with this criminal behavior is, again,
because they are able to silence criticism.

True, of course.

But not only that: Jews are able to get away with criminal
behavior because they can financially and by other means force
very many non-Jewish media outlets to propagate strictly Jewish
lies and other forms of vilification of non-Jews.

Jews like Greenblatt-ADL are able to force public libraries in the
USA to purchase and spotlight fiction (for example).

 Based on reviewing hundreds of works of pop fiction, I have to
conclude that Jews force authors to include some form of
demonization of Nahzees, Germans, and sundry other non-
Jews, or else that author can forget about a listing on NYTimes,
or a review, or any other kind of access to the broad public.

Recently, I started reading House at the End of the World (c
2023) by Dean Koontz.

In the first pages of the story, still building up to whatever very
terrible thing happened to main character Katie that drove her to
seek such complete isolation, Koontz writes about a previous
owner of the house:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zumbuddi
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“For another thing, in 1945, Joe Smith was in the contingent that liberated the
prisoners in Dachau. What this farm boy from upstate New York saw there
haunted him for the rest of his life and it drove him to live apart from most of
his fellow human beings. Thirty boxcars filled with decomposing corpses. A
“skinning room” where freshly murdered prisoners were carefully peeled to
provide “quality lampshades.” A decompression chamber in which
experiments regarding the effects of high altitude caused subjects to go
insane and made their lungs explode. All had been done in the name of the
people, in what the authorities insisted was a pursuit of a more just society.
There can never be too much justice in Utopia.

She [Katie] has thought of this place as the house at the end of the world, her
world. ”

I want to think that Koontz wrote that paragraph in the
outrageous fashion he did as a way to highlight its total
disconnect from reality. A “skinning room”? Really, Koontz?

The “boxcars filled with rotting corpses” — will Koontz explain
that Allied bombers slaughtered German soldiers and piled their
“rotting corpses” in boxcars?

But I’m not so sure that Koontz was not convinced that he was
recording reality, with mention of the “decompression chamber.”
Even a die-hard WWII Truther acknowledges that Germans
performed decompression experiments.

But how did Joe Smith come to the conclusion that the
experiments caused people to “go insane?”

Why are people like Koontz and dozens of others like him still
encouraged, maybe even coerced, to write this bilge — in order
to rake in fortunes or even just to realize fruits of their talents
and labors?

But this scenario offers additional pressure points for those who
oppose the ADL-Jewish agenda: form campaigns to spotlight the
lies Koontz and others like him publish.
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Protest against policies of public libraries that spend a ton of
money of Koontz’s “hate speech.”

 Sue the library system.
 Sue Koontz for defamation.

Use Greenblatt’s own strategy: on Squak Box he said,

“I don’t believe in cancel culture. I believe in counsel culture. If someone
makes a mistake, FIX IT. . . .”

Every pop-culture author — Baldacci, Childs, Koontz, Picoult,
Demille, Hannah, Brad Thor, etc. — get them into Counseling.

 Require that they fact-check their “fictional” narratives, aware
that distorting the history of a people destroys them.

 Then sue the bejeezus out of them.

• Agree: HdC
• Replies: @HdC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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48. Zumbuddi says:

@Rurik

Am I the only one who is inconsolable over this?

Yes.
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49. Pierre de Craon says:
September 8, 2023 at 12:08 am GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@muh muh
Nowadays, everyone over fifteen years of age has had “some
experience with the legal system.” As I am soon to be eighty, I
am willing to bet that I have had rather more of it than you have
had.

One need not be eighty or even fifty, however, to recognize that
your cited exceptions to the rule reveal more about your own
Pollyannaism and your confusion of “observation” with “despair”
than they reveal about what has been happening in plain sight.
Put otherwise, the fact that you can’t see that (((they))) have
indeed “already won” leaves me to wonder whether you know
what game was being played or what its stakes were.

• Thanks: annacat
• Replies: @muh muh
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50. Kratoklastes says:
September 8, 2023 at 1:02 am GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Xander Pendable

I’ve no idea who these other punters pretending to be Semites are.

Phoenician Sadducees?

Nup. Khazarim.

Generally their forebears were from the Pale of Settlement –
which is why they hate Russia so much: they have hated Russia
with passion since the Judaizing Heresy was uncovered in 1480.

Their tribality/clannishness and dishonesty towards outsiders
should inform outsiders’ interactions.

The best way to conduct socio-cultural interactions with
Khazarim is to assume that they were light-skinned gypsies.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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51. Antediluvian Doomer says:
September 8, 2023 at 1:13 am GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
I direct readers’ attention to the commentary section of an article
hosted on this site called “The Demolition of the World Trade
Center (The Devil’s Trick)” by Mark H. Gaffney for a fine
example of Hasbara disinformation clowns in action. It’s got
everything, from thinly disguised Jew contempt for the benighted
goyim, to elated paroxysms of glee at the horrific fireball deaths
of thousands of hapless goys (reminiscent of the celebrations of
everyone’s favorite “Dancing Israelis”), to deep-cover Jew psy-
operative narrative architects-cum-intelligence honey pot
website hosts dutifully managing the conversation with a mission
to elide, distract, discredit, demoralize, deceive and corrupt any
line of argumentation that varies sufficiently from the consensus-
enforced, Mossad-dictated story of what happened on that
fateful day. They are afraid the goyim will find out what they did.
They sweated right through their yarmulkes and shook so hard
with neurotic Jew rage they “dustified” and ingloriously
“progressively collapsed” into their own footprints. It was
glorious, it was hilarious, but most of all it was unsettlingly
telling. The Jew went mask-off in that commentary thread. I
highly recommend that Semite-aware readers give this 1500+
comment discourse a look.
https://www.unz.com/article/the-demolition-of-the-world-trade-
center/?showcomments#comments

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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52. muh muh says:
September 8, 2023 at 1:25 am GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
I have experience as an attorney at the Superior, Appellate, and
State Supreme Court levels.

You ignored this:

We can come up with a lot of recent examples of bad rulings, I agree.
Those are highly politicized, highly publicized cases.

But often these cases are brought to the public’s attention BECAUSE they
want to demoralize citizens into thinking they don’t stand a chance in the
courts.

I’m not going to waste time trawling through tomes of case law
that doesn’t make the front pages just to prove you wrong. (And,
let’s be clear, it DOES prove you wrong.)

Funny kind of Christianity you’ve got there. Does it always fill
you with piss and vinegar?

53. Wokechoke says:
@Not Important
If I were writing the Britannica, the section on Political Monolith
would be a paragraph on how the Jews are all supportive of
Israeli/Zionist National Aims while they undermine everyone
else’s cohesion. They are the encyclopedia edition of Monolith.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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54. Hymn 43 says:
September 8, 2023 at 2:48 am GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Best article yet AA. I think a simple synopsis of what most
slimeballs jews are is to watch a commercial for the Fellowship
of Christians and jews . That POS Eckstein is begging Christians
to send her their money but if you go to the website, they give
nothing to christians and some of the funds are given as care
packages to the assassins is the hebe army. As far as I’m
concerned they can all go to Hell.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
55. Pierre de Craon says:

September 8, 2023 at 3:17 am GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@muh muh

Funny kind of Christianity you’ve got there.

It’s the pushy sort given by Christ to the Twelve, with the
command that they convert all mankind. It’s the sort that every
Catholic understood that he was called to espouse prior to the
Vatican II revolution. In other words, it’s not the cool, more “can’t
we all get along” sort that you and others who cooperate with the
(((Establishment))) depend upon for your livelihood.

I can see that, as a newbie, you will fit well in with other don’t-
make-waves “conservatives.” Steve Sailer looks to such as you
to make his living.

• Replies: @muh muh
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56. No, Jewish behavior is the main reason for anti-Jewish feelings.

Naturally, Jews try to suppress those feelings and, as a result,
too many still don’t know about the JQ.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

57. Jews and ‘Gays’ are now so closely linked that they should just
be called ‘Jays’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

58. September 8, 2023 at 3:56 am GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
What happened with Colin Liddell? Did he get caught for doing
something unseemly(like selling drugs, trading illegal arms,
engaging in pedo behavior, or etc) and is being blackmailed by
the Jewish Globalists? At this point, he might as well work for
the ADL.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/C2_d4vNvqhU

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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59. freedom-cat says:
September 8, 2023 at 5:40 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Can’t stand the author but i have to give him this one: this piece
articulates very smoothly what is happening with this small
ethnic group.

They monopolize many things and it’s not wrong to say it if it’s
true.

But I think one of the weirdest things about these people is
their confiscation of the Term “Anti-Semitism”; their very
own Word for Only their ethnic group – What other Race or
Ethnic group has such a powerful word that holds such
power over others?

They are not the only “Semites” (and most Ashkenazi are not at
all), YET THEY TOOK THE WORD OVER just like they took the
word “holocaust” over to refer ONLY TO THEMSELVES.

By doing that they give the words more power for their own tribe
– Special words for only their people. When we hear the word
Racist we don’t automatically think of any particular race – but
Anti-Semite means it is only directed at Jewish people – If you
call hate towards Palestinians Anti-Semitism people would think
you were confused.

About 600 years B.C., the Hebrew King Josiah made political
moves to ensure his little ethnic group could compete with
Zoroastrians and other prominent “one-god” proponents in that
corner of the world; and with that, Yawheh suddenly goes
international instead of being the tribal god of the Hebrews. But
they couldn’t let go and declared themselves Yahweh’s Chosen
Ones to secure their place at the table.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=freedom-cat
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The POWER OF WORDS is the secret to Power over the world
– this little group figured this out early and play word and mind
games ever since. People are more scared by words than by
actual material weapons.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

60. Nodwink says:
September 8, 2023 at 6:20 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
One thing that Christian Jew-haters never explain is why they
follow a Jewish religion. Pagans in Europe who detest the
influence that the rabbinical Jesus cult has had over their culture
have a valid point; Palestinians have a genuine gripe as well.
Surely if you are opposed to Judaic influence, you would reject a
Judaism-adjacent religion completely.

61. BuelahMan says:
@odin
Just because Unz posts Anglin’s swill here, doesn’t mean it gets
read. I think Andrew is Andrew’s biggest fan (next to his Fed
boss).

• Troll: Ann Nonny Mouse
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62. Sverigesrik T. says:
September 8, 2023 at 11:20 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@muh muh
“Admitting you’re an anti-Semite is to play into their hands. At
the same time, wasting energy trying to prove you’re NOT an
anti-Semite is a fool’s errand.”

Very well put.

Am personally fascinated by the phenomenon of people
engaging on this Orwellian “Newspeak” term/label of “Anti-
Semitism” at all, whether to disproof or accept or whatever is
pure wasted energy and means engaging exactly on the
playground/terms the opponent prepared for you to loose every
time.

When did you start beating your wife…?

And amazing how well it has worked and still does, the ADL and
other ethnocentric lobbying groups of the jewish community
simply inventing and since then throwing around an entirely
artificial and out of context label constantly and the whole world
engages in millions of hours/articles arguing…

And of course fascinatingly none of the other ethnic groups of
the world ever getting the idea of creating an equal term for their
own group…

Only Sem got that patent it seems, what is wrong with Ham and
Yaphet?

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shem)

“Anti-Semitism” is an extremely successfull “Anti-Yaphetitic” and
“Anti-Hamitic” canard.

• Thanks: muh muh, freedom-cat
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• Replies: @freedom-cat
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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63. Anonymous[387] • Disclaimer says:

September 8, 2023 at 11:31 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Protogonus
That’s a ludicrous mindset, for several reasons. They can be
defeated with all available weapons, all available weapons are
valid for combat, and the optimal stratagem will employ all
available weapons as they are appropriately suited.

In addition, the intellect is not the spirit. The intellect is the
spirit’s bitch for figuring out how to accomplish what the spirit
wills.

Worse yet, intellect is below their primary operating level, which
in fact IS spirit, so resorting to only intellect and nothing lower,
while ignoring actual spirit which is the only thing higher, is
beyond doomed. It’s beyond doomed to the extent that it is
logical to assume that you are a Jewish shill.

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta
• Replies: @Protogonus
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64. Hapalong Cassidy says:

Famously liberal Jews Ben & Jerry are opposed to the state of
Israel and support freeing Julian Assange.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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65. Anonymous[387] • Disclaimer says:
September 8, 2023 at 12:12 pm GMT • 1.2 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
At some point, people will realize that the more accurate
descriptor is “Fake Jews”.

Jew is an intentionally shifty word. It didn’t exist prior to the
seventeen hundreds or so. Etymologically it’s descended from
words that should be related to people in the Bible, Judaeans,
Judahites, and other forms of those two words, meaning people
either belonging to the tribe of Judah, or living in the land of the
tribe of Judah, primarily of the tribes of Levi and Benjamin since
the rest of the tribes were lost by that point.

The word Jew also did not exist in ANY Bible prior to the 1800s.
It was edited in to many translations in place of Judaean,
Judahite, and the like.

You will find that there are enough Khazars and Italians under
the banner of “Jew” that they shifted the meaning to be
conditionally religious, being themselves proselytes of the
religion practiced by the Pharisees, which had been corrupted
by Babylonian mysticism (Mithraicism and possibly others)
during the Judaeans’ involuntary stay in Babylon.

So you have a large majority of people under the name of “Jew”
who are not descended from Israel (the person), the
Ashkenazim and Sephardim, and even a lot of the Mizrahim.
They have separated the word from any genetic bloodline in
order to extend it to themselves. However, they still apply it to
their own genealogies when they become Atheist, Agnostic,
Humanist, etc. You then have a word that has inarguably has
lost any necessary connection to either blood or tradition. So, at
best, Jew is a culture.
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Better, it’s a culture that didn’t exist until the Crusades. The
Talmuds that they hold as authoritative ABOVE the Tanakh were
not codified until the late eighth century AD at the earliest
possible argument, but better evidenced around 1000-1100 AD.
“Judaeo-Christian” my ass, they’re limpeting onto the dominant
religion and then behaving as if they created it. The Greeks and
Romans had MUCH more to do with shaping Christian tradition
than a bunch of Fake Jews.

Jews are self-selected. Self-chosen. Self-identified as Jews.
Most of them aren’t even Shemitic. People say “satanism” but
it’s really Luciferianism, ergo such expressions as
“enlightenment” per The Enlightenment. The Jews aren’t the
only ones in it either, they’re just the most prominent current
cultural skinsuit.

That’s how evil works. Since it’s a sort of absence in a skinsuit of
presence, it’s core is empty and the shreds of wasted flesh
around that core claim that they are uncreated (self-created),
and subconsciously try to eliminate themselves and anything
else they can lay hands on. It’s “self-created” but really self
judging and self-destroying. Basic confusion of power with
authority, authority is the ability to create, where power is power
as long as it can destroy, and the more it can destroy the more
powerful it is.

• Replies: @Zumbuddi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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66. Anon[406] • Disclaimer says:
Jews.

Satan’s tools.

Christ killers.

Christian haters.

Jews.

Wake up people.

• Replies: @omegabooks
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67. Che Guava says:
September 8, 2023 at 12:50 pm GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Chriss
That is interesting, Kolomoisky being Zelensky’s main patron
and coethnic (as Haxo says, not ‘Ukrainian’; then again, who is?
‘Ukrainian’ means Russian, Ruthenian, Galician, Hungarian,
Rumanian, etc.

 but not Jewish).

As for killing conscripts off, the main targets seem to be ethnic
Russians and ethnic Hungarians.

Superficially, it looks like a deflection move, since Zelensky is
well-known to have behaved just like his patron, siphoning off
much aid money.

Perhaps wishful thinking, but this may be a sign of a move in the
direction of a coup d’etat against Zelensky and his many co-
ethnic oblast governors (I read that each of them has Israeli
right-of return).

OTOH, the level of repression there seems insane, so a
takeover by the actual people who live there may not be
possible.

The treatment of the Hungarian population by the Zelensky
regime (send the men to the front so they are wiped out) clearly
affects Victor Orban’s thinking.

Meanwhile, jewish men of any age were always free to leave,
and all, except those in the Kholomoisky/Zelensky control
structure, did leave by late spring last year.

• Thanks: Ace
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68. Zumbuddi says:
@Anonymous
don’t give up your day job

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
69. Twodees Partain says:

@Pierre de Craon
Thinking about it for a few years, I came up with three
exceptions, including one friend who was jewish only by birth.
That isn’t meant to discourage you from trying, of course.

• Replies: @Pierre de Craon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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70. notajew says:

September 8, 2023 at 2:23 pm GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
A diabolical cult thousands of years old whose entire foundation
is built upon the myth that they are the master race, that they
should drink the milk of the nations, and they should do this for
the end goal of enslaving and genociding humanity when their
messaish comes to fulfill their diabolical prophecy, nah, that
can’t be the problem can it?

Is just zionism. Please!

Think of another final solution.

• Replies: @Notsofast
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71. annacat says:
@Blondie Callahan 1970
Very well said, Blondie Callahan!
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72. muh muh says:
September 8, 2023 at 2:50 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
I’ve known trad Catholics. They’ve never been as presumptuous
as you. To wit…

I can see that, as a newbie, you will fit well in with other don’t-make-waves
“conservatives.” Steve Sailer looks to such as you to make his living.

LOL

If your church was being cited for a land use violation by your
town government, would its dear pastor just spit at the ground,
cursing the Jews, or would he seek legal counsel to put the town
in its proper place?

Safe bet he’d choose the latter.

We both agree that something like that should never happen in
the first place, that a church shouldn’t be forced into such a
situation, but that’s an all-too-frequent occurence, pops. So
while you push and shove the world around to embrace your
faith, some of us are trying to do what we can to make sure your
house of worship isn’t bullied by a government that should mind
its own business.

As I said before, I don’t know what Elon’s angle is, but it looks as
though he’s got a fair chance of sticking it to (((them))), whether
he prevails in his suit or not.

• Replies: @Pierre de Craon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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73. follyofwar says:
September 8, 2023 at 2:58 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anarchyst
You and me both. Everyone on the Right is outraged over
doctors preforming sex change surgery, including penis and
breast removal and the hospitals that promote it, in a futile
attempt to change biology. Yet these same red-pilled people
never consider the original genital mutilation performed on the
penises of male children. It is verboten to mention it. Since most
American males had it done to them before they even left the
hospital, they and the mothers, who’ve probably never had sex
with an intact man, have the barbarism done to their sons,
usually under pressure from nurses and doctors who do the evil
deed for the money. It’s a Jewish curse on American gentiles.

• Agree: HdC, El_Kabong
• Replies: @JTF
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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74. Twodees Partain says:

@Notsofast
One use for the swastika in India was as a protective symbol
against Rākshasas. A description of Rākshasas is similar to that
of jews in Europe.
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75. John1955 says:
September 8, 2023 at 3:33 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I wish I knew French…

Unfortunately it is not the case. “La race de vipères et le rameau
d’olivier

 Solution de la question juive” Auteur : A. Puig. What a catching,
intriguing title !!!

Here is a link for the library of free books. Long before evil Adolf
killed 666 billions of Jews in Germany (btw all of them
miraculously survived) Talmudists were squeezing France dry.

https://histoireebook.com/index.php?pages/Ex-Libris-Lulu.com

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

76. anarchyst says:
September 8, 2023 at 3:35 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 900
Words   ↑
Germany has been saddled with its own “Stockholm
Syndrome” ever since the summation of the Second World
War.

[MORE]

• Agree: HdC
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77. schrub says:
September 8, 2023 at 4:35 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
As regards your criticism of The Tribe, you are in very good
company.

According to the historian Will Durant, the French intellectual
Voltaire was the greatest and most influential philosopher of the
eighteenth century. His writings had a significant influence on
our own Founding Fathers and especially on their Bill of Rights.

From Wikipedia:

Judaism
 “According to Orthodox rabbi Joseph Telushkin, the most

significant Enlightenment hostility against Judaism was found in
Voltaire;[155] 30 of the 118 articles in his Dictionnaire
philosophique dealt with Jews or Judaism, describing them in
consistently negative ways.[156][157] For example, in Voltaire’s
A Philosophical Dictionary, he wrote of Jews: “In short, we find in
them only an ignorant and barbarous people, who have long
united the most sordid avarice with the most detestable
superstition and the most invincible hatred for every people by
whom they are tolerated and enriched.”[158] Telushkin states
that Voltaire did not limit his attack to aspects of Judaism that
Christianity used as a foundation, repeatedly making it clear that
he despised Jews.[155]”

OUCH!

H.L. Mencken, probably the preeminent American social critic of
the twentieth century was similarly disposed:

“The Jews could be put down very plausibly as the most
unpleasant race ever heard of. As commonly encountered, they
lack many of the qualities that mark the civilized man: courage,
dignity, incorruptibility, ease, confidence. They have vanity
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without pride, voluptuousness without taste, and learning without
wisdom. Their fortitude, such as it is, is wasted upon puerile
objects, and their charity is mainly a form of display.”

OUCH redux!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

78. HdC says:
September 8, 2023 at 4:51 pm GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zumbuddi
I’ve noticed this also, but in a serious book on the differences
between Canadians and Americans.

 As far as I could tell this was a serious author, and his analysis
resonated with me.

Then bang, in the middle of the book appeared a totally
unrelated snipped of baaad and murderous Nazis who did all
these deed for no reason at all.

Threw the book down in disgust. I had contemplated writing to
the author but never did.

 I wonder if these authors are aware that is nonsense is included
in their books?

After all, neither Churchill, Eisenhower, nor de Gaulle included
such bilge in their memoirs of WWII.

• Thanks: Zumbuddi
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79. September 8, 2023 at 5:56 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Me, a shill of the Tribe? The accuser is misinformed, surely. As
for the thing at issue: Is it workable to kill or use force against
the Tribe as a group or individuals in it?

Chancellor Hitler at the end of his life (according to sources at
Deutsches Kolleg) realized that Germany had been defeated by
an erroneous idea or wicked mind (a spirit or Geist in German)
and nothing else. Hence, it is not workable to kill the Tribe,
though we do not think the NSDAP is rightly accused of
genocide or attempting genocide.

As for the morality of murder or violence against persons except
in imminent self-defense, the teaching of all faiths is clear with
the exception of the Talmudic Mendacity, which clearly
advocates genocide and assassination. It is a criminal
conspiracy that can and should be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law in all countries. Prayer against them can only
help.

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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80. Anonymous[966] • Disclaimer says:

Jew supremacist censorship causes all the antisemitism? Wait
till they notice the Zionist entity’s plan and program of
extermination in Palestine!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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81. El_Kabong says:
@neutral
Or the other oldie, but goodie –

 “Antisemitism is a disease you catch from Jews”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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82. El_Kabong says:

September 8, 2023 at 6:17 pm GMT • 23.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anarchyst
Speaking of Germans who dissent from the accepted narrative,
has anyone heard what has become of Germar Rudolf? He was
living here in the US but a year or so ago I had heard that
Germany had a warrant for his arrest because of some things he
was alleged to have said. Have heard nothing about it since.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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83. Anonymous[277] • Disclaimer says:

September 8, 2023 at 6:36 pm GMT • 23.5 hours ago • 1,600
Words   ↑
Otto Weininger on Jewish and Female Personality

[MORE]
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84. anarchyst says:
September 8, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 23.4 hours ago • 500
Words   ↑
@muh muh
In today’s America, and in many other parts of the world, the
process is the punishment. Selective prosecution is a major
problem in this country. BLM and Antifa types who have
committed crimes are ignored while innocents who defend
themselves (but are of the wrong political persuasion) are
charged with crimes.

 Being charged with a crime, the indictment, the arraignment and
trial are all a part of the punishment. Even if the case is
dismissed, the damage, the difficult days, the threat of fines,
incarceration and legal bills, and the uncertainty of what comes
next are all punishments.

 Observe those who were arrested after the January 6, 2020
demonstrations—those who were purposely let in to the capitol
and then arrested, days, weeks, and months after the event.

 Those who are presently incarcerated for the January 6,
demonstrations are “special cases”–”political prisoners” who
have been identified by their political enemies and prison staff
and have been selected for “special treatment”.

 Even if their cases are dismissed, the damage has already been
done. The time served, the harassment and brutality can never
be “taken back”.

 This also extends to the likes of Kyle Rittenhouse, who is
clearly observed on video defending his own life against rioters,
who was “put through the legal wringer”–once again, the
process being the punishment. Thankfully, he was acquitted by a
competently-run legal system (in his case).

 The Memphis couple who were charged with “brandishing
weapons” against the BLM and Antifa criminals who broke down
a barrier and were trespassing on private property is but another
example of selective prosecution. They were indicted on
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“weapons charges” for merely defending themselves.
My third and final example of this is the “Satilla Three” who are
languishing in prison for defending their lives and neighborhood
against Ahmad Arbery, a career criminal who was “casing”
construction sites for materials and tools that he could steal. In
this case, the “powers that be” went “prosecutor shopping” when
the initial prosecutor refused to indict. It took “three tries” before
they found a prosecutor who would indict.

 It turns out that Arbery had “doubled back” and threatened the
man with the shotgun, pulling on it causing it to fire. You see,
Arbery had felt “disrespected”, and in his feral, simian way had
to confront the man who had “disrespected” him. Arbery could
have run off in any direction, but chose to confront the man with
the shotgun. This was a clear case of self-defense, having been
video taped as well. The trial was a fiasco, with a weak,
incompetent judge, civil-rights hustlers and Arbery family
members in the courtroom threatening riots if the “correct”
verdict was not rendered. Requests for a change of venue and a
sequestered jury were denied. Evidence showing Arbery’s
previous criminal activity in the Satilla Shores neighborhood was
also suppressed. It would seem that, with all of the legal and
procedural misconduct, these three men should have good
grounds for a successful appeal.

 Once again, the process is the punishment…something
democRATs have been using to their advantage.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin
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85. freedom-cat says:
September 8, 2023 at 8:19 pm GMT • 21.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Sverigesrik T.

And of course fascinatingly none of the other ethnic groups of the world ever
getting the idea of creating an equal term for their own group…

This is exactly what I was trying to say in my long drawn out
way. This is what the essence of what they are doing is: these
people are word masters and they use words against others to
maintain a very Powerful base in which to operate from – and
that particular word has somehow been hijacked for their own
ethnic group only – even when there are other Semitic groups
out there (probably more legitimate ones too).

I wish I had my own ANTI word that I could fling at people to
stop them in their tracks…….

• Replies: @Antediluvian Doomer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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86. Hulkamania says:

Censorship can’t really be the leading cause of “antisemitism,”
since “antisemitism” predates Jewish censorship by thousands
of years. Censorship is relatively recent in the history of the
Jewish war against the goyim. They really only gained the ability
to engage in mass censorship in the late 20th century.
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87. Antediluvian Doomer says:
@freedom-cat

I wish I had my own ANTI word that I could fling at people to stop them in their
tracks…….

Make one up and use it boldly. Anyone who disagrees with me is
an antiantediluvian, and to be one of those is simply
unforgivable.

• Replies: @John1955
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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88. John1955 says:
September 8, 2023 at 11:34 pm GMT • 18.5 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Antediluvian Doomer
Archive dot org already has section “Anti-Gentilism”. Coinage of
this term might probably be attributed to British Baroness Lady
Jane Birdwood

The Longest Hatred: An Examination of Anti-Gentilism

https://archive.org/details/the-longest-hatred-an-examination-of-
anti-gentilism-lady-jane-birdwood-1991

“Against the clear wishes of the indigenous British people and in
a manner which can only be described as treasonable, an
estimated 10 million racially unassimilable aliens have been
brought into our already overcrowded island. The incomers
include: West Indians, Africans, Indians, Pakistanis,
Bangladeshis, Iranians, Vietnamese, Tamils, Philippinos, Arabs,
Egyptians, Indonesians, Malaysians, South and Central
Americans, Chinese, Greek and Turkish Cypriots, etc., not to
mention vast numbers of ‘nearly-Whites’ from southern Europe.

 ……….

Britain has been selected by the Bankers to be their first victim
nation in the context of the Common Market and other
developing World Government structures. To ensure that the
planned destruction of our nation is total and permanent the
Bankers have determined that our unique Anglo-Saxon-Celtic
people must be obliterated as a distinct ethnic group by means
of forced race mixing with hordes of Blacks, Browns and Yellows
who are being deliberately brought into our country for this
purpose.”

The same year that book was published one wily Shlomo made
a movie “The Longest Hatred” (1992)
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https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0229537/

Another Shlomo also wrote a book “The Longest Hatred” (1994)

And our brave Baroness remains relatively unknown

There is another term “loxism” but it is hardly used.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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89. I don’t care so much how Jews view me, as I care what they

might do to me because of (what they say about) how I view
them. And so on.

 Ultimately, if WE don’t care, then what they say, do, think won’t
matter, either.
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90. Pierre de Craon says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:38 am GMT • 17.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@muh muh

They’ve never been as presumptuous as you.

That’s kind of you to say so.

We both agree …

Oh, do we? Save the off-the-rack sweet talk for a jury of dazzled
knuckleheads, counselor. In common with other virtue-signalers,
you are evidently so accustomed to flattering yourself that you
think that others won’t notice when they are being patronized.

Thanks too for revealing that, at bottom, you are just another
Christophobe, albeit one who appears to be a tad less smarmy
than the norm. But then, you’re an attorney, aren’t you? So
manipulation—whether of people or of truth—is how you make a
living.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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91. Pierre de Craon says:

@Twodees Partain

That isn’t meant to discourage you from trying, of course.

OK, this should be easy. Here goes. Let’s start with Benjamin
Freedman, Gerard Menuhin, Bobby Fischer, and … and …

Can I get back to you?

• Replies: @IreneAthena
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92. Farrakhan.DDuke.AliceWalker.AllAgree says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:50 am GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Nodwink

One thing that Christian Jew-haters never explain is why they follow a Jewish
religion.

Christians don’t hate.

It’s not hateful for a Christian of Euro descent to express reality
by saying “I know the Jew hates me for being a descendant of
“Christendom” as Europe was called for over a millennium.”

…the rabbinical Jesus…

We in the West need to gain a more accurate grasp of the
dynamics of our history.

Rabbinical Judaism was founded by Hillel a few hundred years
before Jesus walked the earth as man. Rabbinical Judaism is
Jew usurers’ rejection of Mosaic Law and thus the Torah which
Christians call “The Old Testament”. All of this can be learned
right here at The Unz Review by reading featured author
Michael Hudson and unparalleled comment-maker Mefobills.

So the Jew since before Jesus has engaged in the ethnic self-
w0rship of Rabbinical Judaism, an oral tradition eventually
recorded in writing as the Talmud which is diametrically opposed
to the Torah Jesus referenced and reinforced.

Jesus came to void Rabbinical Judaism with it’s licensing of
Jew-usury infliction upon the gentiles/goyim and to reimpose
Mosaic Law of the Torah mandating debt clean slates every
seven years for debts incurred to cover living expenses (as
opposed to business loans) as he announced at Luke 4:16-30.

Now please help me with some history: isn’t it true that for a
thousand years everybody in Europe was Catholic?
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Having been taught that and assuming it’s true, the biggest
problem white people have today is the result of their betrayal of
the beliefs, values and culture of hundreds of generations of
their ancestors via the Judaizing heresy that was Protestantism
(past tense because it’s dying out) plus the paganism as
mentioned which now seems to be more in vogue.

Whitey betraying his ancestors is almost as disgusting as the
diabolical behavior of the Jew, and exactly what the Jew has
strived relentlessly to get whitey to do since Europe first
embraced The Church founded by Jesus.

This statement is exactly the logic the diabolical Jew has
promoted to those of Euro descent over the many centuries of
the Christian Era:

Surely if you are opposed to Judaic influence, you would reject a Judaism-
adjacent religion completely.

93. Ann Nonny Mouse says:
@Xander Pendable
There’s a current article on RT re the Jewish occupiers of
Palestine accusing Mahmoud Abbas of anti-Semitism. Many
comments there point out that he is a Semite and his Jewish
accusers are not Semites but European fraudsters.
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94. September 9, 2023 at 4:25 am GMT • 13.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
Well, the idea that censorship is the primary cause of
antisemitism is beyond absurd. Antisemitism has existed for as
long as there have been Jews, and they’ve only been overtly
censoring the US media in the last few years.

So, it’s a little surprising that AA and Musk would say such a
ridiculous thing.

But then, why has there always been antisemitism? For a full
rundown see http://www.antisemitism101.com/

Roman historian Tacitus weighted in, and this seems as good a
short answer as any:

all their other customs, which are at once perverse and disgusting, owe their
strength to their very badness. The most degraded out of other races,
scorning their national beliefs, brought to them their contributions and
presents. This augmented the wealth of the Jews, as also did the fact, that
among themselves they are inflexibly honest and ever ready to shew
compassion, though they regard the rest of mankind with all the hatred of
enemies.

An up-to-date reason for antisemitism is that they’re planning to
kill or enslave all non-Jews and they announce this to the world
as is documented in this vid of 20+ rabbis doing exactly that …

 
 
Video Link
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95. omegabooks says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:34 am GMT • 13.5 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Nodwink
So Jesus Christ followed a “Jewish religion” while denouncing
the Pharisees as “You are of your father, the devil” as well as
overthrowing the Pharisaic money changers in the Temple as
they were a “den of thieves” as well as being crucified by the
Jewish Sanhedrin (using the Romans a proxies) as well as
denouncing them for letting animals die because they couldn’t
rescue them on “the Sabbath” and not getting all political… Oh,
and the Jewish “religion” “holy book” called the Talmud in its
tractate Gitten 57a claims Christ is “burning in Hell for eternity in
His own excrement”…. Right! to say Christianity is a “Jewish
religion” is like saying 2+2=5. And didn’t Christ also say in
Revelation 2:9 and 3:9 that “those who say they are Jews and
are not, but are of the synagogue of Satan”? Not church, buddy,
synagogue! I really don’t think believers in Christ go to
synagogues… But go ahead and keep deceiving yourself….

• Replies: @saggy
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96. omegabooks says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:40 am GMT • 13.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anon
Not all Jews are Christ haters…for instance, Steven Ben De
Noon and his wife Jana and Amir Tsarfati, all from Israel and
born Jewish, are now Christians, as are others, and then you
have Jews who don’t hate Christians in any case (I know a few).
Those you speak of are TALMUDIC JEWS, Noahiders, Chabad
Lubavitch, and most ultra-orthodox Jews–those are the ones
who hate Christ and Christians.
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97. ghali says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:42 am GMT • 13.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Andrew, this time you really hit the nail on its head, mate. It is a
great one hit. I have read so many people trying to hit the nail,
but they never did what you just did. One hit and it is in.

Rememberer, Arabs are really the only Semite people. Most
modern Jews have very little to do with Semitism. For example,
Polish Jews, Russian Jews, American Jews, or German Jews,
among others are not Semite people and have nothing to do
with Semitism.
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98. mark green says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:08 am GMT • 12.9 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@muh muh

Admitting you’re an anti-Semite is to play into their hands. At the same time,
wasting energy trying to prove you’re NOT an anti-Semite is a fool’s errand.

You are exactly right. Let’s not participate in this Jewish word
puzzle. It’s rigged. ‘Anti-Semitism’ (now repackaged as
‘antisemitism’) deliberately begins its rhetorical mission as a
kosher smoke screen which is designed to shame and disarm its
adversaries.

But Antisemitism is really quite simple to understand. It springs
from well-deserved moral outrage.

Our moral outrage.

Anti-Jewish sentiment emerges from the negative impact that
organized Jewry has and continues to have on so much of the
human race. That’s it in a nutshell. Nothing more.

Anti-Jewishness is therefore entirely reasonable, rational,
understandable, broad, and growing.–As it should be!

Shady Jewish history explains why Jews cling to the misleading
and arcane term ‘anti-Semitism’. It’s one of their favorite (and
most devious) tricks since it helps terminate the any
uncomfortable discussion (for Jews) and it justifies (Jewish)
censorship.

Fact: Jews don’t wish to face their critics on a level playing field.
Instead, they work to evade any discussion of their collective
misconduct as well as its often toxic/lethal impact on the rest of
humanity. But Jews have much to answer for. So they concocted
a dishonest term which (presently) shields them.
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Th dishonest slur ‘antisemitism’ enables Jews to turn the tables
on their accusers by impugning their motives. Translation: ‘YOU
(antisemite) are an evil, intolerant, and mentally-disturbed bigot!
You do not deserve to be heard!’

The tendentious and devious term (‘antisemitism’) effectively
lays blame on those of us dare to criticize Jewish malfeasance.
So don’t play along with their linguistic canards. Reject
‘antisemitism’. The term itself is an assault on YOU.

We critics are merely outraged by organized Jewish wrongdoing.

So stay focused on the issues: Jewish warmongering, Jewish
subversion, Jewish political manipulation, Jewish hypocrisy,
Israeli criminality, as well as Zionist racism and Israeli
parasitism. There’s a lot here to explore. So keep the heat
where it belongs: on the Jews.

Therefore, it’s time we entirely deconstructed and tossed aside
the toxic Jewish phrase ‘antisemitism’.

I’m not ‘antisemitic’. I am anti-Jewish and for a multitude of very
good reasons. And you should be, too! So spread the good
news.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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99. Pablo says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:12 am GMT • 12.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The Zionists, the Israel Firsters scream “Anti-Semitism!” at any
and all criticisms of Jewish groups and Israel. It is a crutch Jews
and Jewish supporters use to avoid responding to every criticism
of Israel with any rational, fact based answer. The time is long
overdue to kick that crutch out from under the Jewish Lobby.
Before any honest discussion re Israel the Jewish Lobby must
not be allowed to avoid honest discussion related to issues that
interest the Jewish Lobby. Make the Israel Lobby defend it
opinions and actions. Like everyone else.
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100. JTF says:
@follyofwar
I think he meant circumcisions…
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101. September 9, 2023 at 6:16 am GMT • 11.8 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
United States criminals are so ” untouchable “!!

Morgan Stanley Created 2015 Hunter Biden Dossier Highlighting
“Fraudulent” Looking Schemes And “Suspicious” Transactions
by Tyler Durden

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/morgan-stanley-created-
2015-hunter-biden-dossier-highlighting-fraudulent-looking-
schemes

Whistleblowers at Morgan Stanley raised the alarm over what
they thought looked like “fraudulent” schemes and “suspicious”
transactions all the way back in 2015, eventually escalating his
concerns to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
just a few days before Donald Trump won the presidency in
2016, according to documents obtained by Just the News.

“Due diligence on involved parties reveals less than clean
records,” one Morgan Stanley investment bank compliance
presentation from May of 2015 states.

The bank even created a dossier about Hunter Biden’s history,
including his expulsion from the US Navy, his association with
Ukrainian energy giant Buisma, and photos of the Bidens.

In a May 8, 2015 presentation deck titled “Overview of
Wakpamni Series 2014 Bonds Potentially Suspicious Structure
& Transactions,” the bank warned that some activities – such as
the Native American tribal bond scheme, required the bank to
take compliance action.
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102. Punchthem says:
Labeling someone “anti Semite” (with all the consequences) is in
itself hate speech and should be sanctioned.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

103. JR Foley says:
@gottlieb
Trump’s son-in-law Kushner is a Jew –Hunter Biden’s spouse a
Jew–Roy Cohn was an old pal of Trump and claimed Donnie
would phone him 10-15 times a day to chat but this all ended in
August 1986 when Cohn croaked from AIDS.
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104. JWalters says:
September 9, 2023 at 6:41 am GMT • 11.4 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@muh muh
Your analysis on the legal issues sounds sensible.

I looked on the web for legal limits to the 1st Amendment’s
freedom of speech. It said speech is protected except where it
“is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and
is likely to incite or produce such action.”
Clear and Present Danger Test

 https://mtsu.edu/first-amendment/article/898/clear-and-present-
danger-test

This means that even such a blunt statement as “I hate the ADL”
is protected speech. And certainly by any common sense
analysis that would qualify as “hate” speech. A childhood maxim
says, “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will
never hurt me”.

The Constitution does not guarantee anyone the right to avoid
having their feelings hurt. It certainly intends to guarantee
people the right to have factual, logical discussions of matters of
public importance. If a discussion forum wants to impose
specific politeness criteria on its discussion, which may produce
more fruitful discussions, it has that right. But the federal
government has no right to impose politeness criteria on our
speech; it is not a “hurt feelings” police.

And government officials certainly have no right to censor the
truth to cover up their own lies. e.g. The grotesque persecution
of Julian Assange.

One suggestion I would offer Anglin is to replace instances of
“the Jews” with “the Jewish mafia”. The case for this is in recent
comment #103 here.
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https://www.unz.com/ghood/bantheadl-and-the-fight-for-free-
speech/#comment-6144383

• Agree: HdC
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105. Cloverleaf says:
@Charles Pewitt
Is it time to fire the ovens up yet?
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106. CelestiaQuesta says:

September 9, 2023 at 7:08 am GMT • 10.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
What do you expect when the ADL aka FBI/DOJ are one and
the same and are all complicit in fanning the fumes of white
hate.

 We should all be aware that we are under attack by not only the
Zionist state of Israel, but by our own government now under
Zionist control.
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107. chris says:
@Altai3
Yeah, great point about Greenwald‘s support for the Iraq war.
And I‘m not aware he would have written a mea culpa about it,
explaining the reasons for his change of heart.
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108. X101 says:
September 9, 2023 at 7:59 am GMT • 10.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Just replace jew/jewish/semite… in the IHRA “definition” with
goyim and start accusing jews of anti-goyism. Get all literature,
web sites and people banned for expressing anti-goyim ideas.
When owning a Torah becomes a hate crime, when synagogues
get shut, and rabbis jailed, maybe they will start changing their
tune.
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109. Anonymous[324] • Disclaimer says:
Great article.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

110. Passing by says:
September 9, 2023 at 8:37 am GMT • 9.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Censorship is just part of the Jewish behaviour. Saying that it
this or that trait or detail that causes anti-semitism is equivalent
to saying “they hate us for our freedoms”. Rejection of Jews is
caused by the whole package. The problem isn’t that this or that
is dislikeable about their group behaviour, the problem is that
everything is dislikeable about their group behaviour.
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111. IreneAthena says:
September 9, 2023 at 8:46 am GMT • 9.3 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
Here are a few top-of-mind suggestions for your list of Jews
whose predominant law is something other than self-interest.

 —Philip Weiss, founder and editor of mondoweiss.net, and all
Jews on his staff
—any Jews on staff and volunteering for musalaha.org, focused
on reconciliation between Israelis and Palestinians.

 —Felix Mendelssohn
 —Bernard N. Nathanson (in his post-NARAL days)

 —Two Jews who might not recommend each other: Ron Unz
and the anonymous commenter aka Mevashir

 —In addition, I can think of five other Jews who are definitely
mensch whom I’ve known personally, and one not-mensch-at-all
Jew I’ve known personally.

I can’t think of any US Jewish politician who belongs on the
mensch list, but then I don’t know everything about every Jewish
elected official at the state, local or even federal level.

Nobody’s list will be comprehensive, as it is unlikely one person
could be aware of all public Jewish figures expired and extant
who could be called mensch, and certainly impossible for one
individual to know all the unsung private Jewish individuals who
could be.
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112. Loup-Bouc says:
September 9, 2023 at 9:45 am GMT • 8.3 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
Andrew Anglin’s article is a substantively impoverished, painfully
tedious, hideously discursive display of Anglin’s narcissism and
delusion of self-importance.

His article’s wee substance reduces to this:

Jews deserve our contempt, or worse, because Jews believe that non-Jews
are not human and deserve to be controlled and used, without pity, by Jews,
who are entitled to control the world.

That thesis is true for many Jews, but far from all. So, Anglin’s
article suffers also the flaw of over-inclusion.

More important: The Jewish problem has been blazingly
apparent for many decades, if not centuries. So, Anglin’s article
parallels an announcement that some mushrooms are deadly
poisonous.

Worse: At the time of my writing this comment, Anglin’s article
had spurred 99 comments that, to varying degrees, suffer one or
more of the flaws that render Anglin’s article contemnible dross.

For efficiency’s sake, Ron Unz ought to have suspended reader-
commenting and polled readers with the question “Are you an
Anglinian antisemite, too?” Then I could have noted the number
of those answering the affirmative and retired earlier to enjoy
Glenn Gould’s brilliant performance of JS Bach’s “The Art of
Fugue,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnXHnEz94os
[Please know that Gould was not a Jew. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glenn_Gould#Life .]
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113. john-hopelo says:
The usual idiots punching themselves in the face to make sure
mainstream media has plenty of ammunition to destroy an
attempt by Musk to take down the ADL.
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114. IreneAthena says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:18 am GMT • 7.8 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@muh muh
By way of encouragemet, could you please remind us of a few
more US judicial wins, like the case of Kyle Rittenhouse? Kyle, a
young and assertive idealist, reminds me of the case of Nick
Sandmann, the former Covington Catholic High School student
in the viral still shot facing off with the Black Hebrew Israelite
who had been harassing him. Sandmann successfully sued
CNN for defamation, and is involved in defamation legal action
against other news outlets.

Sandmann is encouraging Rittenhouse to sue for defamation as
well. Like Pierre de Craon, I’ve seen enough nonsense in my
lifetime to leave me pretty disillusioned with the justice system,
but I don’t want to throw a wet blanket on the fire in the
generations coming up. We hear a fair amount on Unz about the
need for people trained and organized to exercise their second
amendment rights, and the need for retributive lawfare.
Rittenhouse and Sandmann give us hope for the future, and we
their elders should encourage and support them. “Your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams.”

• Replies: @muh muh
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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115. Etruscan Film Star says:
September 9, 2023 at 10:34 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Ernesto Che
Yes, this is the Anglin that keeps me coming back for more,
despite my mixed feelings about the author’s work. The piece is
solid from beginning to end.

And there never should have been the need to write it, if our
alleged freedoms had not been so diluted under the influence of
the Jewish establishment.

• Agree: Ernesto Che
• Replies: @Ernesto Che
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
116. Ivor Biggun says:

Geez… that greenblatt is one repulsive lookin muthafcker!

• Agree: Ernesto Che
• Replies: @Buck Ransom, @Dr. Krieger
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117. Che Guava says:
September 9, 2023 at 11:24 am GMT • 6.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Farrakhan.DDuke.AliceWalker.AllAgree

Rabbinical Judaism was founded by Hillel a few hundred years before Jesus
walked the earth as man.

Incorrect. A few decades earlier, and dead when Jesus was
about ten by Christian reckoning. Also,

Rabbinical Judaism was founded

may well be incorrect (as in, it may have been later).

Emglish-language versions of the N.T. that have Jesus
addressed as ‘Rabbi’ are also incorrect on that point, since
Rabbinical Judaism as such did not exist or barely existed, Use
of ‘Rabbi’ in English-language translation is a reflection of
Judaeising heresies.

the Torah which Christians call “The Old Testament”.

For some reason, many Jews like to spread this idea. I would
guess that those who do so are Talmudists and do it to deflect
attention from the Talmud.

The Torah only corresponds to the first five books of the
Christian O.T.

The Hebrew version of the O.T. as a whole is called the Tanakh.

I would add that the Septuagint (basis of the O.T. used by
Christians) was assembled in Greek in the third century B.C.
The Tanakh was much later, no earlier than the late fifth century
A.D., possibly even later.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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118. quasi_verbatim says:
I am no Jew. I know no Jew. I hate no Jew.

 In Israel, the Jews are triple-vaxxed, the Arabs are not. For sure,
not all Semites are equal; but in their beginning is their end.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. Treg says:
September 9, 2023 at 11:52 am GMT • 6.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Anglin has just written THE BEST essay of his life. Nailed it.
Swish! Spike the football & do a jig.

What he has done here is give us “THE LETTER” that explains
the Jewish agenda to the political novices of this world.

From hence forth, when you read anyone whose kind heart is “of
course Im antisemitic”, then send them THE LETTER.

THIS LETTER.

• Agree: Ernesto Che
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

120. dogismyth says:
September 9, 2023 at 11:57 am GMT • 6.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
jew this, jew that. Send all the jews to iran. they know how to
deal with them there, unlike ignorant naive americans. I dont
have time to read this garbage nor do I care about the jews
psyops on the world. I put the so-called jew race below the
negroid race. Its the bottom of the barrel where they belong.

Enough said on this stupid fuckin topic!

• Replies: @Canute
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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121. DanFromCT says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:03 pm GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Farrakhan.DDuke.AliceWalker.AllAgree
Great points. As for the resurgence of flagrant paganism, how
about “Celtic Women” stomping around to pagan chanting like
they were possessed while the cameras zoom in on the sweaty
performers’ in sexy dresses looking one another up and down
with desire in their eyes? If it’s cultural, it’s pagan through and
through. Jewish audiences and kosher public TV can’t seem to
get enough of Celtic paganism, correctly understanding it as a
demonstration of their power to destroy what little there’s left of
Christianity in Ireland.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
122. Prem says:

Antisemitism is a natural reaction to jewish supremacism
 Hitler did kick the Rothschild Banks out of Germany and

arrested Louis Nathaniel, Baron de Rothschild in March 1938 at
the airport at Aspern. Hitler kept Rothschild in custody for a year
and only released Rothschild upon payment of $21,000,000,
believed to have been the largest bail bond in history for any
individual.

 Of course, Hitler and Germany paid the price for kicking the
Rothschild Banks out of Germany.

 It was totally destroyed and is now a Jewish colony and still
occupied by the US, the Jewish Attack Dog.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

123. Harry foster says:
Nah. Its just Jews being jews that causes antisemetisn

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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124. Notsofast says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:11 pm GMT • 5.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@notajew
boy, you really are a one trick, lying dogfaced pony soldier. still
prattling on, with your demands for a “final solution”, while
refusing to tell us your “solution”. typical mossad troll laying out
bait.

give me your address and i’ll send you a fine ganesha swastika
to hang on your synagogue door, it’ll bring you good luck, and a
lot of free media coverage.

• LOL: Buck Ransom
• Replies: @DanFromCT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
125. @omegabooks

Christianity is based on Judaism and the Torah, but don’t take
my word for it:

Matthew 5:17–18

Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not
come to abolish them but to fulfill them.
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126. Anonymous[356] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 12:20 pm GMT • 5.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@muh muh
Meh, this is all a set up. Who cares what they think? The whole
point of this 24/7 propaganda mind-effing is to control the
masses. They are so busy bickering among themselves about
this ridiculous, petty nonsense they fail to see what is really
going on.

Come on folks, the best way to stop these idiots is to ignore
them.

I mean seriously, Greenblatt? Is it a coincidence they pick a
dude that looks like Anton Lavey to be their public face?

http://www.prints-online.com/p/164/anton-lavey-
4409145.jpg.webp

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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127. anon[384] • Disclaimer says:

excellent article.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

128. Justrambling says:
@Trinity
True, but most supporters of ADL, AIPAC, banksters, fake kike
academics ensconced in elite universities, pedophiles and
media moguls are dancing in celebration of each war executed
on their behalf.
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129. Buck Ransom says:
September 9, 2023 at 1:41 pm GMT • 4.4 hours ago   ↑
@Ivor Biggun
He is wearing his soul on the outside.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
130. DanFromCT says:

September 9, 2023 at 1:51 pm GMT • 4.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
I know I’m preaching to the choir, but it’s also called “poisoning
the well.” These trolls, when they’re not obsessed with body
functions, use scandalous comments or repeat the obvious at
length to slip in short, bullshit memes they hope will propagate
and discredit the whole. Their Achilles heel and telltale signature
is their embarrassingly pathetic straining to sound clever.

• Agree: Notsofast
• Replies: @notajew
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
131. Ernesto Che says:

September 9, 2023 at 2:13 pm GMT • 3.9 hours ago   ↑
@Etruscan Film Star
I have only read Anglin’s comments for a few months, but I have
a distinct impression that he has changed the tune of his
articles, less impetuous and more balanced.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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132. Dr. Krieger says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:14 pm GMT • 3.8 hours ago   ↑
@Ivor Biggun
He looks like Nosferatu a.k.a. Max Schreck.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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133. Ernesto Che says:

September 9, 2023 at 2:29 pm GMT • 3.6 hours ago   ↑
Samuel Roth (1893–1974), U.S. publisher and writer:

There is not a single instance when the Jews have not fully deserved the
bitter fruit of the fury of their persecutors.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

134. loner feral cat says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:30 pm GMT • 3.6 hours ago   ↑
Elon Musk Threatens to BANKRUPT the ADL with
Defamation Lawsuits.

 
 
Video Link

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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135. Trinity says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:35 pm GMT • 3.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Lavon Affair

 USS Liberty
 Jonathan Pollard

 Rosenbergs
 Epstein/Maxwell

 Jack Ruby aka Jacob Rubenstein
 Carl Weiss assassinated Huey Long

 The hippie movement led by Jews, Rubin, Hoffman, Ginsberg,
etc.

 (((Weather Underground, SDS, leftist domestic terrorist
organizations in 1970s/1980s)))

 (((The Feminist movement, the so called, Civil Rights
Movement, BLM, Antifa, the LGBTQ movement, etc))) ALL led
by Jews

 911, 5 Dancing Shlomos, Lucky Larry
 JFK assassination

 1965 Immigration Reform Act

The list is ENDLESS

• Replies: @Gerry, @HT
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136. muh muh says:
September 9, 2023 at 2:50 pm GMT • 3.2 hours ago   ↑
@IreneAthena
If it’s lawfare victories you’re looking for, try these…

https://libertycenter.org/

https://www.becketlaw.org/

• Thanks: IreneAthena
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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137. HallParvey says:

September 9, 2023 at 2:56 pm GMT • 3.1 hours ago   ↑

We have never seen a person publicly accused of “hating Christians” or
pushing “anti-Christism” because they advocate for liberal abortion laws.

Is that because of the total control of “public accusation” by
(((them))). After all, Christianity is one of their most effective
control mechanisms. Perhaps that’s why.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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138. Independent Thinking says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:32 pm GMT • 2.5 hours ago   ↑
Ben Shapiro is a card-carrying member of the Jewish tribe dual-
citizen mafia who is in league with the bloody Jewish neocon
war mongers promoting the US initiated proxy war in Ukraine.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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139. Gerry says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:34 pm GMT • 2.5 hours ago   ↑
@Trinity
How do they get away with forcing their kosher food industry on
us?

• Thanks: Trinity
• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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140. CelestiaQuesta says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:43 pm GMT • 2.4 hours ago   ↑
@xyzxy
Nimarata: “Israel doesn’t need the US, the US needs Israel”,
while debating her fellow dot Ramaswami.

If that’s not kissing Zionist ass, then throw me a bagel.

• Replies: @anon
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141. TKK says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:44 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
I have a friend who is a 30 year old paralegal. She works for a
70 old New York Jew lawyer.

He began pursuing her even though he is married for 20 years
(second marriage). My friend tried many ways to stop him from
pursuing her. Firm email. He would act ok for a few days and
then would say things like: Do you want me to fuck you? …when
she was asking a work question. It made her feel nauseated. He
would alternate between complimenting her and then insulting
her below the belt: I think you’ve gained weight. Where is your
husband if you have two kids? (Her husband died at sea on a
fishing trip and she has to work) Could you be any stupider? You
look like something the cat dragged in.

He is 70 years old, nebbish and covered in age spots.

She reached out to me for advice and I said immediately: This is
sexual harassment..hostile work environment and quid pro quo.

 She is an actual victim of sexual harassment. We get her a good
lawyer.

The minute he finds out she has a lawyer – he fires her.
Retaliation. She told her lawyer there was nothing to worry about
– she had a very good work history there. This only enhances
her case.

Discovery commences and she gets an awkward phone call
from the lawyer. This cretin has notarized statements – back
dated- detailing her absenteeism, stealing and disruptive work
practices. None of it is true. *There are even documents with her
signature forged showing she “acknowledged” her write ups. All
fake.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TKK
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The lawyer finally believes her, after I call him, and tell him all of
this is fake. Sort of believes us. He cannot believe someone
would be so scheming. We need a new lawyer. We get one.

A few days later, she gets a knock on her at 7AM. Process
Server. Now, this Jew is suing her for civil theft and
embezzlement. He viciously attacked someone who he attacked
for no reason, other than he wanted to use her as a sex object
and she refused.

There are not groundswells of hatred toward Cambodians,
Chilean and Indonesian peoples. The reason why people hate
Jews is because they behave in such a way that triggers
repellence and hatred.

You know, I asked her: Did the guy even offer you a big bonus or
something? And she said: No. He even made up pay for office
coffee and nickels and dimes us at every turn.

Unbelievable.

• Replies: @muh muh
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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142. Brooklyn Dave says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 2.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Altai3
As a person who was definitely into adulthood at the time of
9/11, most of us bought the whole narrative at first. Thank God
information slowly started seeping out regarding that fateful day
over 2 decades ago. One of the problems is that our society is
barely interested in world affairs and will do little to further
investigate what is going on in various nations. Did anyone ever
think anything other what the MSM Jew News told us about
Saddam Hussein (Not exactly an altar boy) Assad, the Taliban,
or Al Qa’ida? No, we were and still are focused on pop culture
and trivial BS.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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143. HT says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 2.2 hours ago   ↑
@Trinity
Don’t forget possibly their greatest act of evil in America,
removing Christianity from our mainstream culture. That opened
the door to bring in all of their degeneracy including homo
marriage and the new movement to normalize pedophilia.
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144. Trinity says:
September 9, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 2.2 hours ago   ↑
@Gerry
Yet another racket for kikes. How about the lighting of the giant
menorah on the White House lawn every Christmas?

Face it, the leaders of the War On Christmas are Jews. The
average atheist could care less.

• Replies: @Gerry, @anarchyst
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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145. CelestiaQuesta says:

September 9, 2023 at 3:58 pm GMT • 2.1 hours ago   ↑
@Protogonus
I’m sure you mean well and are a good god loving goyim,
however parasitic pathogens thrive and grow by incubating then
jumping from host to host.

Sound familiar?

Jews are the cancer of humanity.

• Disagree: Protogonus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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146. Anonymous[387] • Disclaimer says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:08 pm GMT • 1.9 hours ago   ↑
@Zumbuddi
Resort to pure rhetoric betrays stunted comprehension. What’s
the matter, something I said resemble you?
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147. profnasty says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:09 pm GMT • 1.9 hours ago   ↑
The “Commenters to Ignore” button is

 Unz Censorship.
 That Jew makes it easy for assholes to ignore criticism.

 Jewish Censorship.
 In your face.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

148. notajew says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:21 pm GMT • 1.7 hours ago   ↑
@DanFromCT
Sounds like you tried to get it but broke your brain.
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149. MIck Jagger Gathers No Mosque says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:21 pm GMT • 1.7 hours ago   ↑
Musk will sue the ADL just as soon as I star my unicorn farm

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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150. Anonymous[387] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:23 pm GMT • 1.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@HallParvey
Christianity is a thousand years older than the people and the
tradition that call themselves Jews. They will of course try to
infiltrate, insurrect, and take over whatever has been successful.
Like freemasons telling you that Plato believed in democracy
and concocted a plan to create perfect eternal democracy… by
concentrating power in secret.

No, really. Check out Manly P. Hall’s “Secret Teachings of All
Ages”. Top tier freemason, picture looks more like a reptile than I
thought a human being could. The obvious contradictions as
they lead you along their chain of “history” and “initiation” to
“enlightenment”, such as supposedly trying to achieve
democracy via cultic tyranny, are the easiest way I know of to
spot Luciferians.

Enlightenment, Communism, Freemasons, Jews. Most all of the
same methods, most all of the same goals, most all of the same
people.
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151. Independent Thinking says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:31 pm GMT • 1.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
The ADL is a scam and a front for the Jewish Mafia.

The ADL has nothing to do with religion, the way Christians
understand religion.

The ADL is all abut protecting and promoting Jewish power—
and subjugating all non-Jews to the Jewish will.

UNDERSTANDING THE JEWISH RELIGION:

Rabbinic Judaism is based on the Jewish Talmud, which in
writing states: Jews should hate all non-Jews, especially
Christians.

Rabbis do not have a moral leg to stand on.

Rabbis only exist to support Jewish power and control for their
own selfish benefit—the ADL is simply an extension of this
naked power grab.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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152. Desert Fox says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:32 pm GMT • 1.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Anti-semitism is an illusion created by the zionists to attack any
and all criticism of zionist actions and agendas that promote
lgbtq, transgenderism, critical race theory, satanism, one world
government, communism, depopulation aka the covid-19 scam
and psyop etc., etc., the zionists want to destroy our world and
culture and bring a zionist/communist/satanist new world order
aka the WEF and UN Agenda 2030 hell on earth.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity and they are
destroying America.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

153. Canute says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@dogismyth
The power and authority of the Jews in the Western world are
the only points. They control all central banking systems, bleed
the wealth of all productive people and murder with impunity. It is
as has Henry Ford once said – “Trace back every social and
economic problem in America and you will find a Jew.” Nothing
has changed since martin Luther wrote “The Jews and Their
Lies,” and that was over 500 years ago.

• Replies: @Al Liguori
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154. muh muh says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:54 pm GMT • 1.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@TKK

*There are even documents with her signature forged showing she
“acknowledged” her write ups. All fake.

Most of us are conditioned from youth to identify this kind of
behavior as the stuff of caricature: “No way could anyone ever
be so wicked.”

All the best to your friend. I hope she crushes him.
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155. anon[209] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 4:54 pm GMT • 1.2 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
UK is trying to enact a law banning BDS. UK has invited a
number of organisations and advocacy groups supportive of the
bill, including the Board of Deputies of British Jews, UK Lawyers
for Israel and the Henry Jackson Society. No Palestinian
advocacy group was invited – reminiscent of Balfour declaration
or mandate establishment or later day variation- Abrahmic
accord made by bribed Trump and his in laws.

Aparliamentary committee examining the bill that would ban
public bodies from supporting the BDS movement.

“Peter Frankental of Amnesty International linked attempts by
the government to connect Palestinian activism and BDS to
antisemitism to a broader stigmatisation of human rights
advocacy worldwide.

Frankental questioned whether campaigners drawing attention
to violations against the Rohingya Muslim minority in Myanmar
would be accused of being anti-Buddhist, or whether critics of
the Indian government would face accusations of being anti-
Hindu.” https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/boycott-bill-
labelling-critics-israel-antisemitic-dangerous-road-mps-told

Melanie Phillips an arch zionist thinks the BDS is motivated by
“evil Impulse” .

See how these bastards seek shelter in “evil” or supernatural
stuff or emotional to explain away their secular thuggery and
hide their twisted emotional attachment to the tribal DNA.
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156. Al Liguori says: • Website
September 9, 2023 at 4:56 pm GMT • 1.1 hours ago   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
HATE PIMPS https://judaism.is/hate-pimps.html

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta
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157. anon[209] • Disclaimer says:

September 9, 2023 at 4:57 pm GMT • 1.1 hours ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta
She was saying : I need Zionists. Zionists dont need me.

Pelosi, Trump,Biden,Cotton,De Santis ,Clinton, Cheney,and
Lyndon Johnson would agree and would have easily .
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158. Gerry says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:06 pm GMT • 59 minutes ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Trinity
and so will come the words

For there will be great distress on the earth, and terrible wrath
shall afflict this people. Luke 21:23

How many of us if we were dispersed to the four winds of
heaven after the destruction of a Temple, AD 70 and then with
an earthquake 363 AD would have the courage to live among
foreign peoples and take over their culture?

Ah, Christianity all God ever wanted from us was to be the
example that they never were. Thats it.

And where did we go wrong? Prophecy of the future where we
made some truly dreadful mistakes by interpreting Old
Testament prophecies wrong. That Ezekiel 37 regarding the
Valley of Dry Bones would come to be a nations rebirth circa
1948 is a grievous error of huge proportions. Verse 14 which is
taken to be an analogy for 1948 is in fact a literal event which
already was fulfilled partially and has as of yet a future fulfillment
and we can know this how? Simple the verse before it about
graves and being taken out of it is a literal event that began with
Christ Jesus first and foremost and will have it true fulfillment at
His return.

“Then you, my people, will know that I am the Lord, when I open
your graves and bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in
you and you will live, and I will settle you in your own land. Then
you will know that I the Lord have spoken, and I have done it,
declares the Lord.”
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1948 is just a self-fulfilling prophecy that has nothing whatsoever
to do with God. And unfortunately Christians like Blackstone
interpreted scripture completely wrong. And yikes the most
grievous matter follows next in how they have demonized two
innocent nations Germany and Russia as Gog and Magog. This
is an error of huge proportions and it needs to be rectified
IMMEDIATELY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
159. Real World Respector says:

September 9, 2023 at 5:07 pm GMT • 58 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
Musk is not fighting jewish power, he is trying to shore up the
right half of the kosher sandwich. He wants the ADL to back off
cancelling basic bitch conservatism so the the Kabuki theater of
democracy can continue to shamble on. Without the illusion of
opposition to juedo-liberal tyranny then people will be receptive
to more radical solutions. Musk is also tacitly conceding that
anti-Semitism is in and of itself wrong with his clever little word
games. Essentially Elon is trying to protect Jews from
themselves just like Cuomo when he told them to wear a mask
while they mass gather.

It came out yesterday that Musk shut off starling disabling
Ukrainian advanced underwater attack drones, yet he can’t ban
the ADL, Julius Malena or pesos trading child sexual abuse
material on his X app? Give me a break.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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160. anon[244] • Disclaimer says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 19 minutes ago • 100
Words   ↑
Pro-war pundit Nick Cohen’s sexual abuse accusations were
well-known in British media for years. Yet his friends at the
Guardian, Financial Times and Private Eye kept them under
wraps while Cohen’s lawyers threatened potential accusers.

https://thegrayzone.com/2023/06/08/british-media-pro-war-sex-
pest-nick-cohen/

Nic Cohen once blamed terrorism carried out by ISIS and Al
Quaida on Islam because those were swearing identification
with Islam .

Cohen does same He Carries out sexual terorism. He falls back
up on t his religion and tribal identity ,on past ethnic experiences
and on country of Israel – all confusingly and intentionally mixed
together to divert any enquiry or any criticism of these to Anti-
semtism

How does he view his raping ?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

161. mocissepvis says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 18 minutes ago   ↑
More accurately, as someone paraphrasing Elon Musk put it,
Jewish behavior is the biggest cause of hatred toward Jews.
“Quit being kikes, kikes” is a t-shirtable meme.
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162. anarchyst says:
September 9, 2023 at 5:54 pm GMT • 11 minutes ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Trinity
Here is a prime example of jewish “lawfare” gone amok…

 I can remember when jewish organizations that touted
“separation of church and state” pushed their agenda to the
extreme–instituting lawsuits against municipalities who chose to
allow Christian-based Christmas displays on public property.

 The lawsuits were numerous, from big-city displays to small
towns-public displays of Christianity were outlawed. Jewish
groups were aggressive in using “lawfare” to remove Christianity
from the public square.

 It’s turned full-circle.
 Christian Christmas displays are still prohibited on public

property while jewish menorahs are cropping up all over the
place. Hell, even the White House proudly publicly displayed a
large jewish menorah, without a squawk from the “(jewish-run)
separation of church and state” crowd.

 Jews no longer couch their hatred of Christianity in legal terms,
but are overtly brash and confident in their hatred of Christianity.

 While we are at it, let’s close down their most repulsive
buildings, the American taxpayer-funded “Holocaustianity™
temples” (actually jewish freak shows) and deport their acolytes
who are perpetuating their prayers, damning and blaming all
gentiles who did not “just do something”. The “piles of shoes”
and “clothing”, “eyeglasses” and other materials mean nothing
as they are merely “Hollywood- props” meant to evoke a
response from gullible visitors to these “jewish freak shows”.

 You see, “jewish suffering” is unlike any other and as such, must
be memorialized by erecting these American taxpayer-funded
“jewish freak shows”.

 “Holocaustianity™ temples” have no place anywhere in the
world as they are totally based on fraud and deception–two
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prime jewish traits.
Taxpayer funding of these “jewish freak shows” adds insult to
injury and should be prohibited as their existence constitutes
promotion of one religion over another–expressly forbidden by
the First Amendment to the Constitution.

 As a further insult, some states are mandating the brainwashing
of vulnerable children by mandating public school student visits
to these “Holocaustianity™ temples”–“jewish freak shows”. It
would appear that requiring schoolchildren to attend
“Holocaustianity™ temples” violates the constitutional
“separation of church and state”.

 A good example of this treasonous behavior is that of Florida
governor DeSantis who signed two bills, one outlawing criticism
of israel and the other mandating that school children be
required to attend services at “Holocaustianity™ temples” while
he was in israel.

 While we are at it, let’s prohibit anyone with “dual citizenship”
from holding any American government position, either elected
or appointed. Dual citizenship should be recognized as an
undesirable trait of one who has dual loyalties and cannot be
trusted.
It is long overdue for ((them)) to be kicked out of country
110…
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